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The project for this dissertation was a train-the trainer awareness
workshop regarding Black abandoned infants and children. The purpose of this
project was to develop programs within the Black church to create awareness
regarding black abandoned infants and children and their families, inclusive of
other needs, that will ultimately lead to the prevention of abandonment.
In America, there are more than 588,000 infants and children in state
custody with 7,000 of these entering state custody on an annual basis. The state
of Georgia has an astounding daily rate of 14, 300. 40% of these children are
Black. Black infants and children languish in state institutions longer than whites
because of the color of their skin and because there are not enough Black families
adopting or becoming foster parents.
The train-the-trainer workshop was a medium by which trainers were
empowered to train leaders and lay people in the development of programs within
Black churches in the metropolitan Atlanta, Georgia area in order to prevent the
abandonment of infants and children. The modules used in the workshop were
selected to inform and educate participants regarding these infants and children
and their families.
The intent of the project was to create an awareness of the plight of this
segment of our society, including their families, through a train-the-trainer
awareness workshop. To facilitate awareness, a workshop was designed that
promotes the establishing of ministries in Black churches, shows an
understanding of the role of these churches, and empowers lay people to develop
on-going ministries that relate to the affected population.
Traditionally, the Black church has been the support arm for the Black
family. The link between the Black church and the Black family must be re¬
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The focus of this study is to examine the methodology and activities by which the
Black church can respond to Black abandoned infants and children and their family
through the creation of an awareness program. The ultimate goal of an awareness
program related to abandoned infants and children in Black churches is the prevention of
abandonment. The Black church has historically been deeply involved with Black
families and their children. Before state agencies became involved and before Child
Protective Services (CPS) took on the responsibility of protecting all children, the Black
church was the primary source of protection for Black children as well as the primary
support arm for the Black family. The Black church has traditionally been involved
whenever there was a crisis in the Black community. However, the Black church has not
yet fully responded to the issue of abandonment. The writer believes that the non¬
participation of the Black church on the issue of Black abandoned infants and children
has not been a lack of concern for Black infants and children, but rather a lack of
awareness. The Black church does not know that the problem of abandoned infants and
children has reached crisis proportions. And, as the number of Black abandoned infants
and children in state custody are increasing daily, it is time to reach out to the Black
church for help.
According to the Department of Health and Human Services (2001) there are
more than a half million (588,000) children in institutional care in America because of
abandonment, abuse and neglect (14,301 daily in Georgia). Each year there are over
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7,000 children entering institutional care due to abandonment, abuse and neglect. The
state is not capable of meeting the needs of the children and their families (DHHS, 2001).
In 2000 President George W. Bush, Jr., reached out to the religious community to
help states overcome some of the problems plaguing urban America. During the
President's first year in office he expanded the Whitehouse Faith-Based-Initiative,
recognizing the power and resources within the religious community to address primary
social service relief. The Faith-Based Initiative has proven successful in several areas
related to abandonment, including placement of abandoned infants and children in foster
homes. An example of a successful faith-based abandonment program is the First Baptist
Church of Lincoln Gardens, New Jersey that assisted the State of New Jersey in placing
235 "Boarder Babies" in loving, foster homes. The infants had been living in hospitals
longer than was medically necessary. After a child advocacy group sued the state ofNew
Jersey for allowing the babies to live in the hospital (Soaries 1998), the First Baptist
church of Lincoln Gardens initiated the program at the request of governor. Several
infants were subsequently adopted.
The establishment of church programs developed to prevent infants and children
firom abandonment is relevant to the overall focus of churches seeking to strengthen or
under gird the femily structure. Churches must develop new, imaginative programs that
will reorder the whole interrelationship between abandoned infants and children and their
famihes, and the community at-large. The church should be in the forefront of agencies
helping special needs children and their families (Durka, 1980).
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The Ministry Issue
The ministry issue of this Doctor ofMinistry project is to develop materials related to the
issue of abandonment for use in the Black church and to develop a train-the-trainer
awareness progreim for ministry development related to this issue. The focus of this
dissertation is to:
• Build public awareness of abandoned infants and children in the Black church
• Develop a ministry model to be used in the local church related to abandoned
children
The critical questions that the researcher pose are:
• What is the role of the Black church as it pertains to support of abandoned infants
and children and their families?
• What ministry would address the issue of abandoned children in the local church?
• What are the pitfalls revealed during the development of a ministry program
related to abandoned children?
• What strategies worked in developing a ministry related to the issue of abandoned
children?
Intent of the Project
The intent of this project is to raise awareness about abandoned infants and
children in the Black church. It is intended to,
• Promote the establishment of ministries in Black churches in support of
abandoned infants and children,
• Increase the understanding of the role of the church as it pertains to abandonment,
and
• Facilitate the training of lay people to develop on-going ministries relating to
abandoned infants and children in Black churches.
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In the practice of ministry we are bound by God to care for orphans. James 1:27
tells Christians to "...look after orphans and widows in their distress..." Abandoned
infants and children are orphans as long as they do not have a family structure or
permanent home. The ultimate goal of this project is to prevent the abandonment of
infants and children.
The project's focus is on the Black church for the following reasons:
• Forty percent of abandoned infants and children are Black.
• Black abandoned infants and children are hard to place because of the color of
their skin.
• Black abandoned infants and children are categorized as "special needs"
children because they are hard to place.
• As caring Christians, the Black church must be committed to protecting and
advocating for abandoned infants and children.
• The Black church must insure that the basic needs of Black infants and
children are met.
• The Black church must assist abandoned infants and children to reside with
their natural families, when appropriate.
Therefore, this project is important to the well being of abandoned infants and children
who do not have access to a family support system. In addition, this project is also
important to understanding the long-term affect abandomnent has on infants and children.
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Definition of Terms
The following definitions are offered to help facilitate understanding of some of
the key concepts presented herein.
Abandonment - To give up completely and forever; to forsake.
Abandoned Infants- Infants abandoned in the hospital who will not return home to their
parents.
Alienation - Separation, estrangement or detachment
Anxiety- A state of being uneasy, apprehensive, or worried about what may happen.
Boarder Babies - Babies left in hospitals longer than is medically necessary.
Breath - To take air into the lungs and let it out again, inhale and exhale; easily and
naturally.
Church- A building set apart or consecrated for public worship, for Christian worship.
Congregation - The body of believers.
Discarded Infants - Infants abandoned in public places; i.e., on streets, warehouses,
public bathrooms, police stations, or fire stations.
Disparaging Heart - To lower in esteem; show disrespect for, and uncaring heart.
Down's Syndrome - A congenital condition characterized by abnormal chromosomes,
mental deficiency.
Environment - conditions, circumstances and influences surrounding and affecting the
development of an organism or group oforganisms.
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Faith-based programs- A non-denominational term used in the secular world to identify
programs in a religious setting that are usually done in the secular world.
Faith-based Initiatives - An initiative set forth by the President to involve the religious
community in solving some of the problems plaguing urban America.
Isolation- Separation from normal social activities, as through choice, rejection, or
psychological problems.
Responsibility- having an obligation for something or someone, being accountable and
dependable
Spirituality - Spiritual in character, quality, or nature.
Throwaway Child(ren) - A child told to leave the home and not allowed back in, or a
child who leaves the house and the caregiver fails to inquire of their whereabouts.
Trisomy 21- the most common form of Down Syndrome - 3 chromosomes
Methodology
The methodology chosen for this project included:
1. Development materials related to the issue of abandoiunent for use in the Black
church to prepare a train-the-trainer awareness progranL
2. Development of a train-the-trainer awareness program that incorporated the result
of the materials and knowledge obtained.
The ministry issue is: Can an individual develop programs within the Black church that
will create an awareness of abandoned infants and children and that will ultimately lead
to prevention ofabandonment?
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Outline of the Dissertation
The dissertation is divided into eight chapters and supporting appendix materials.
Chapter I provides an overview of the ministry issue. Chapter II discusses the motivation
of the researcher and presents previous efforts to address the ministry issue. Chapter III is
a review of the literature relevant to abandonment. Chapter IV presents a historical
perspective on abandonment, while Chapter V presents a theological perspective.
Chapter IV presents the project design, weaknesses, strengths, and analysis. Chapter VII






The motivation for the research was a desire to build public awareness in the
Black church regarding abandoned infants and children. The writer's motivation for the
project is also a desire to "breathe life" into the "dry bones" of abandoned infants and
children and their families. In Ezekiel 37:3-6, the Lord asked the prophet, "Son of man,
can these bones Uve”? After the prophet replied, "Yes Lord you know," the Lord
instructed the prophet to, "prophesy upon these bones, and say unto them, ‘O Ye dry
bones, hear the word of the Lord...Behold I will cause breath to enter into you, and Ye
shall live.. .and Ye shall know that I am the Lord." We are called to "breathe life into the
"dry bones" of God's hurting abandoned infants and children and their families. We are
called to bring "healing to the nation."
Sometimes the smallest sign of support, encouragement, and caring will save the
life of a child, bom or unborn, and save the child's mother from great sorrow later when
she realizes what she did. As Christians, we are called to live merciful lives and to take
part in merciful activities, helping abandoned infants and children, the hungry, the sick,
the homeless, the neglected, and those in prison. Abandoned infants and children do not
have a life; they merely exist. Mothers who abandon children usually live in a state of
extreme poverty. The Black church can "breathe life" into the "dry bones" of these infants
and children and their families. According to Ezekiel 15, God wants God's children to
live.
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The researcher’s own feeling of abandonment during and after the deaths of her
children informs the ministry issue. During a very difficult period in her life, the writer
felt that God had abandoned her. She felt alone, alienated, and anxious. Any attempt to
describe those feelings is almost futile. The researcher was confused and afi'aid while
experiencing her losses. And, for a very long time, repressed her feelings. She laughed
when she wanted to cry; shared in family gatherings when she wanted to bury her head in
the sand. The writer felt abandoned by fi'iends, by family, and by God. But, even though
she felt abandoned by everyone, including God, she never lost faith in God. It was faith
in a living God that made a new beginning possible.
The new begiiming was birthed when the researcher entered into the suffering of
abandoned and severely handicapped children in Jamaica. She began to develop plans to
share in their suffering. At times the researcher had to pray to God, to please help her to
love the helpless, sometimes lifeless little images of God, with their withered arms and
legs. When she prayed, she was reminded of the disfigured hand and feet of Jesus when
he was nailed to the cross, she was reminded that Jesus suffered agonizing pain and
humiliation for all of His children. She was reminded of a loving Jesus who gave His life
for us. And, if the writer claims to love Jesus unconditionally, how could she not love
these helpless creatures which the Potter's hand had not been so kind?
Becoming involved in the suffering of abandoned and severely handicapped
infants and children in Jamaica gave the researcher the motivation for this project. This
motivation comes from knowing that there are countless infants and children abandoned
every day. It also comes from knowing that there are not enough foster and adoptive
families available to care for these helpless children.
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For this work, the focus is on the Black church and it's response to the issue of
abandoned infants and children. According to the Department of Health and Human
Services (2001), Black infants and children makeup only 15% of children in America,
yet more than 40% of children in state care are Black. DHHS also contends that Black
children in state custody are hard to place. Black infants and children are often
categorized as “special needs” children, because of the color of their skin. However,
social services may be discouraging adoption or foster care by labeling a child as,
"special needs." Black children do have "special needs," they need a family. They need
love and nurturing that endures. Every child is a reflection of the heart of God. A child is
a trust fi-om God, Imago Dei, created in the image of God (DHHS 2001).
According to Bausch and Serpe (1999), the National Association of Social
Workers, for more than two decades, has held the position that, "Black children belong
physically, psychologically, and culturally in Black families in order that they receive a
total sense of themselves. “Otherwise”, the group claims, “Black children will not have
the background and knowledge which is necessary to survive in a racist society."
Research indicates that although Black families adopt at very high rates, the results show
that Black children still represent nearly half of foster kids waiting to be adopted.
[Source: www.policvrevievv.org/Summer95/thcraig1. State delays in finding homes for
Black children, as caseworkers search for "culturally consistent" placements, can keep
kids languishing in state-care for years.
Ideally, Black infants and children need Black parents. If these children cannot
be reunited with their biological family, other alternatives should be considered. Often
this may not be possible. Since there are perspective parents who are not Black, looking
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for an opportunity to take a child home and into their hearts, it would be foolish to leave a
child in an institution, when there are millions of couples who want to adopt, with little
regard to the ethnicity of the child. The task before us is therefore spiritual, theological,
and strategic. It requires faithfulness and effectiveness to guarantee the best interests of
all are valued, given these circumstances.
According to DHHS, two-thirds of mothers who abandon their children would
like to keep their baby with them (DHHS 2001). But for various reasons, which may
include substance abuse, an insufficient home environment, mental and physical illness,
and AIDS, Child Protective Services (CPS) decide that allowing the baby to remain with
the mother puts the child at-risk. One of the goals of the project is to raise church-wide
awareness about the many issues surrounding abandonment.
An awareness program developed in Black churches would include ways to assist
abandoned infants and/or children in living with their biological parents. Children need to
be saved from institutional life, from rejection, and from abandonment. We are reminded
that the mother/child relationship is significantly used as and embodiment of the bond
between God and humankind. Psalm 131 provides a beautiful description of the weaned
child, representing the stilled and quieted soul. A mother may forget a child at breast, but
God will never do so (Isaiah 49:15-16).
The researcher acknowledges that a child abandonment program is a profound
challenge to the ministry activities of the Black church. The researcher also
acknowledges that total commitment to abandoned infants and children and their parents
is essential to the success of the program. A church's commitment to a program of this
magnitude goes far beyond the usual programs of the church. But as servants of God we
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must, "Be calm but vigilant, because your enemy the devil is prowling around like a
roaring lion looking for someone to eat (Peter 5:8)."
By creating an awareness program in Black churches for abandoned infants and
children, a new beginning, or living hope, may be possible for vulnerable children and
their families. The person who has no hope cannot make a fresh start. In the biblical
sense, this new beginning was once called repentance, which means conversion, “an
about turn”. Jurgen Moltmann says, this turn, is a turn to the future. It is a turn to the
future of the living God. Hope for the future is only possible if the past is honestly
recognized and accepted without self-justification (Moltmann 1980).
Previous Efforts to Address the Ministry Issue
Currently within the church there is not a specific ministry related to the issue of
abandonment, although this issue has been addressed as part of social service delivery
programs, primarily in the United States. From the empirical dimension of psychology
several questions could be asked relative to the development of a ministry related to
abandonment. Is the abandonment of a child associated with particular forms of deviant
behavior? Does this behavior correlate with cultural practices in a particular geographical
area or cultural setting? Or, the broader question might be; why is abandonment so
widely accepted in the first place?
Noted theologian Jurgen Moltmann sheds light on the inner feelings that a woman
must experience when she makes a conscious decision to abandon her baby. One such
feeling is anxiety. Moltmann says individuals become paralyzed by anxiety.
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Anxiety blurs vision and judgment. We are paralyzed by our anxiety and, like a
rabbit paralyzed by a snake, our very fear is our doom. In anxiety our minds and
hearts experience what we are afraid of. Psychologically, however, there is
something even more dangerous than anxiety about the future, and that is anxiety
about anxiety, the feat of fear...because we are afraid of fear, we react to the
threatening situations we meet hysterically and aggressively. If we are afraid of
fear we repress our feeling (Moltmann 1980).
Moltmann, shows how anxiety could cause individuals to make harmful
decisions. Mothers who abandon infants and children are usually living in poverty at the
time ofconception. Mothers are worried about the birth of a child; particularly, if they do
not have the means to take care of the child.
Mother's who abandon a child experience alienation when she conceives out of
wedlock. In a discourse about alienation, Fredrich Hegel, Gregory Baum and Karl Marx,
allege alienation is an important psychological issue. In the normative writings of
Fredrich Hegel (Baum 1975), there is a suggestion of a manifold alienation to human life;
alienation from nature, from oneself, and from one's friends. And, while all forms of
alienation can be distinguished and described separately, they are profoundly interrelated.
Hegel suggests, that in many ways, all of this is due to the refusal to love, and to the
objectification of the divine, as the “stranger above history.” Based on Hegel's
description of alienation, it refers to the structures of separation which prevents people
form enjoying their powers, from living up to their destiny, and from participating in the
unitive forces of love and truth operative in their midst (Baum 1975). Mothers who
abandon are alienated from family and friends and often God because of an unwanted
pregnancy. Mothers who abandon feel powerless and alienated.
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CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Historically, families of color have been excluded from the dominant formal child
welfare system, and have had to rely on their own formal or informal community
resources (Prater 1992). Unfortunately, the inclusion of children of color in the formal
welfare system has continued to reflect racial bias. Courtney et. al. (Courtney et. al. 1997)
concluded in a review of child welfare, that children of color and their families,
"experience poorer outcomes and receive fewer services than Caucasian children and
their families." They also found that the services that children of color and their families
receive are more concrete (e.g. public assistance and housing), and less therapeutic (e.g.
education, counseling, and child care) in nature than those received by white families.
Hogan and Liu (1988) found:
The system responds more slowly to crisis in minority families. Such
families have less access to support services, receive less comprehensive
service plans, and have been reviewed as less able to profit from support
services. Thus, minority children are over-represented in substitute care
services, and a greater discrepancy exists between recommended and
delivered services for minority children than for non-minority children
(Hogan and Liu 1988).
Nationally, Black children are over represented in substitute care placements
(McMurty and Liu 1992). The majority (53%) of children entering into care in 1990 were
non-white, 31% were Black, 14% Latino, and 8% native American. Further, once in
substitute care, arrangements such as foster care usually take longer. Black children are
more likely to stay longer in substitute care than white children are. McMurty and Liu
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(1992) concluded that Black children are half as likely to return home as are white
children and those that do return take twice as long to do so.
Insufficient Foster and Adoptive Families of Color
A review of the literature indicates that racial and ethnic matching in placement
and adoption is the practice ideal. This position is currently the dominant philosophy
among child welfare professionals and their organizations. For example, in the early
1970's the National Association of Black Social Workers adopted a formal position
against placing Black children with white families (Bausch and Serpe 1997). For two
decades they held the position that, "Black children belong physically, psychologically,
and culturally in Black families in order that they receive a total sense of themselves.
Otherwise the group claims Black children will not have the background and knowledge
which is necessary to survive in a racist society.” The National Association of Black
Social Workers continues to maintain this position (Bausch and Serpe 1997).
Furthermore, there is both federal legislation (i.e. The Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978)
and (DCFS) specific legal agreements, i.e. Burgos Consent Decree of 1977, that support
language and cultural matching in substitute care placement and adoption with
established monitoring and reporting structures.
For the most part, this ideal practice has not taken root at the state and federal
level because the number of minority children in care far exceeds the number of ethnic
adoptive or foster homes. The researcher has concluded that an awareness program in the
Black church regarding Black abandoned infants and children and their families is crucial
to future generation.
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In a study commissioned by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
Rodriquez and Meyer (1990) found many barriers to developing foster homes for this
population. Adoptive and waiting families complained that agencies and child welfare
staff:
• Made them feel uncomfortable about their race,
• Displayed attitudes of the “too white middle class
• Workers suggested that there was poor or injfrequent communication with staff,
• Accused the families ofpoor communication with them, and
• Lacked acceptance of applicants who received Aid for Dependent Children
(AFDC).
Rodriquez and Meyer (1990) also found that there were some misconceptions, a
general lack ofknowledge, and some stigma attached to formal adoption in the Black and
Latino communities, contributing greatly to the problem of securing enough homes for
Black and Latino children.
There is a general consensus among professionals that better efforts need to be made
toward preservations of the family, and family reunification needs to be strengthened
(Griffith and Silverman [1995], Barth [1997], Bausch and Serpe [1997], Craig and
Herbert [1997]) and Courtney et al [1996]). According to the researchers, race
placements should be given preference when out-of-home care is deemed necessary for
Black and Latino children. Further, the researchers contend that the number of Black
children in care is continuously climbing and has out-paced the recruitment of Black and
other minority foster and adoptive homes. In response to this crisis, there has been a
growing voice in support of allowing adoption across racial lines in order to increase
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access to adoption for Black and other minority children; while stepping up efforts to
recruit Black and other minority foster families.
This movement culminated in the passage of the Howard M. Metzenbaum
Multiethmc Placement Act (MEPA) (P.L. 104.88), signed into law by President Clinton in
October 1994. The supporters of this Act present it as a vehicle to reduce the amount of
time Black and other minority children remain in foster care awaiting adoption.
Nationally, figures indicate that approximately 50% of children in this class are of color,
43% Black American, and 7% Latino (DCFS 1996b).
In August of 1996, Congress amended MEPA to prohibit agencies receiving federal
funds from delaying or denying the placement of any child on the basis of race, color, or
national origin. As a recipient of federal financial assistance from the Department of
Health and Human Services, DCFS is required to be in compliance with MEPA (DCFS
1996a, Bussiere 1996), the DCFS 1996a:2 Policy Guide 9612. For compliance with the
Multiethnic Placement Act, staff are instructed to "use care and sound clinical judgment
in selecting the first placement for a child who requires substitute care to avoid delay in
selecting a suitable foster or adoptive home.” All department and staff must ensure that
their decisions rest on a "child's particular and documented needs and not on a set of
assumptions that we as individuals may hold to what a child of a particular racial or
ethnic background may need (MEPA, 1996). "
The Act also mandates that recipients of financial assistance from the U.S.
Department ofHealth and Human Services:
• conduct diligent recruitment of foster and adoptive parents.
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• develop a plan for training adoptive and foster families of Black and Latino
children, and
• increase the number of children who are adopted (DCFS 1996b).
In summary, the Act aims to reduce the number of Black children,
in substitute care, by eliminating barriers to trans-racial placements. The Act also aims
to increase foster and adoptive parent recruitment efforts.
Psychological Perspective
Research indicates there are many reasons why a mother abandons an infant or
child. It may be a cry for help, an expression of despair, a conscious, irresponsible act, or
all of these. Research suggests that a woman who "discards" a baby in public places had
not planned on conceiving and consciously isolates herself in order to conceal the
pregnancy. A woman having a child out of wedlock is in despair, and will often make
irrational decisions when she learns that she has conceived.
Leaving a baby in a hospital longer than it is medically necessary is a conscious
decision to leave the infant in a safe place. Mothers who eventually return for the child
use the hospital for as long as possible. The researcher is reminded in Psalm 22:9-10 that
children belong to God. From the time of conception God claimed infants and children as
one of God's own. Psahn 22 states, "Yet you brought me out of the womb; You made me
trust in You even at my mother's breast. From birth I was cast upon you; firom my womb
You have been my God." Even though leaving an infant in the hospital is a conscious
decision by the mother to abandon the child after it is bom, the child belongs to God.
The birth of an unwanted infant may cause a wide range of feelings to surface.
Understanding why a mother abandons her child requires understanding the normative
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rules that human beings consciously or unconsciously follow, and the concepts imbedded
in the rules that human beings employ to understand their own rules (Evans, 1990).
Research indicates that individuals who commit acts of neonaticide and public
abandonment are predominantly young, unmarried, physically healthy women who are
pregnant for the first time and are not addicted to substances (Kaye, Borenstein &
Donnelly, 1990; Oberman, 1996). There is no indication that this problem is limited to
certain races, ethnicities, or incomes. The vast majority live with their parents, guardians
or other relatives (Oberman 1996). An even more fundamental similarity among these
cases is the self-imposed silence and isolation during pregnancy (Oberman 1996).
Researchers imply that women experiencing an unwanted pregnancy feel that
there is no one that they can talk to about their pregnancy and they feel alienated from
God, family and friends (Pitt & Bale, 1995). Everyone experiences periods of alienation
and loneliness at some point in their lives. But during these times, we can take comfort in
the Word of God. In 2 Timothy 4:17, Paul writes, "But the Lord stood with me and
strengthened me."
Oberman (1996) argues that women who abandon children in public places are
not mature enough to weigh thoughtfully their options or the consequences of their
actions. Young immature girls need mentoring and support programs to help them
improve their behavior and attitudes.
There is never a good reason to abandon an infant. However researchers suggest
that some of the reasons women kill and/or discard infants include, extra-marital





DHHS (2001) reported that there were 9,700 boarder babies in 1991, but by 1998
that number had increased to 13,400, an increase of 38%. This increase represented an
expansion of the problem beyond major urban centers. In 1991, heavily populated urban
areas such as. New York City, Chicago, and Los Angeles, accounted for 47% of the
boarder baby population. In 1998, the numbers shifted. Those cities accounted for 27% of
the boarder baby population, while the number ofboarder babies in the rest of the country
increased by 90%.
The increase in numbers may be related to the Congressional Welfare-to-Work
Bill. There may also be a correlation between that part of the Bill that precluded States
from taking care of more than two children, and the racial/ethnic make-up of the boeirder
baby population. The percentage of boarder babies who were African American declined
from 75% in 1991, to 56% in 1998, whereas the Caucasian and Latino boarder baby
populations almost doubled in 1998 (DHHS, 2001).
Substantial improvements were made in reducing the mean length of stay past
medical discharge. The mean number of days declined from 22 in 1991 to 9 in 1998. The
percentages of babies who remained in the hospital longer than 21 days declined from
24% to 12% (DHHS, 2001).
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Abandoned Infants
The abandoned infant population increased 46% from 11,900 in 1991 to 17,400 in
1998 (DHHS, 2001). In 1998, the abandoned infant population became more widely
dispersed throughout the country, accounting for much of the increase in the abandoned
infant population. In New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago, the number of abandoned
infants increased 11%. However, the number of abandoned infants in the rest of the
country increased 64%.
There was no change in the length of stay for abandoned infants. The mean length
of stay was 34 days in 1991 and 1998. However, in 1998, there were small decreases in
the percentage of abandoned infants who were drug exposed (from 78% to 72%), and
those with low birth weights (from 76% to 71%). The percentage of abandoned infants
bom prematurely remained constant at 70% (DHHS, 2001). Infants that are bom
prematurely are usually bom to mothers who have not received prenatal care, or began
prenatal care late m the pregnancy.
Discarded Infants
The discarded infants population is not known because research is limited.
According to DHHS (2001), states are required to submit data to the agency on the
number of children who enter foster care due to this form of abandonment, but fail to do
so. Therefore, data is sketchy because national statistics on the number of infants
discarded in public places (e.g., dumpsters, trash bins, alleys, warehouses, public, rest
rooms), are not kept. Information on this form of infant abandonment is based solely on
newspaper accounts and other media reports (DaUard, 2000). In an effort to estimate the
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prevalence, DHHS (2001) used newspaper reports from the Lexis-Nexis database to
estimate the number of discarded infants. In 1992, there were 65 reported discarded
babies. In 1997, 105 were reported, representing a 62% increase. Of the total number of
discarded infants in 1997, 33 were found dead, compared to eight in 1992.
Safe Haven Legislation Pertaining to Discarded Infants
A study conducted by the Guttmacher Institute (1999) shows that a public outcry
regarding the inhumane manner infants have been discarded in public places, often left to
die, has resulted in a number of states passing laws that offer a means to protect infants
through what is called a "Safe Haven" Support Act of 2001. A number of states,
beginning in 1999, passed laws that offer a safe, anonymous and lawful means to take
newborns to what is now known as "Safe Havens." These laws allow a mother to, under
certain circumstances, surrender a newborn anonymously under certain circumstances
without being prosecuted.
The Safe Haven Support Act of 2001 seeks to save the lives of two potential
victims-the helpless newborn, as well as a mother who finds herself in a desperate
situation. A mother avoids abandoning her baby in a moment of panic and gives her child
a chance of living in a secure home.
There are variations in the laws by state and may include limits on the infant's age
at the time infant is relinquished (73 hours - 1 year) and the people and places authorized
to accept the infants (Emergency Medical Services, hospitals, police station, and fire
stations). Most state policies adopt a "no questions asked" approach, but some states
require that a person accepting the infant ask for a medical history. 35 states had adopted
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"safe haven" laws by February 2002 (The Allan Guttmacher Institute, 2002). Georgia
introduced a "Safe Haven" law in 2002.
The intent of the new laws is to encourage mothers, who might otherwise discard
their children in unsafe public places, to go to an emergency room or other safe place to
leave their infants. Those who support the safe haven legislation argue that if one child is
saved, these laws would be considered successful (Decriminalization of the
Abandonment of Newborns, 2000). Others have raised issues regarding the
implementation of these laws. They argue, for example, that allowing a mother to leave
an infant anonymously may not protect the father's parental rights. Also, many states do
not require a medical history from the mother; this might affect adoption of these children
and their long-term health (Dailard, 2000, American Adoption Congress, 2001).
There is not enough data to determine the success of these laws. However, as of
this writing, nine children had been dropped off at safe haven sites in Mobile, AL (Pierce
2002). In Texas, 12 infants were found discarded between the passage of a safe have law
in that state between September 1999 and April 2000 (Martinez 2000). In Florida, one
child has been dropped off but 12 infants have been discarded (Lim 2002). Public
unawareness of these laws may be a barrier to their utilization (Lim 2002, Martinez
2000).
Throwaway Children
Although the total number of throwaway children is impossible to estimate, the
Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (1990) reports there are 127,100
thrown-away children in the United States. It is difficult to determine the accuracy of
these numbers because it is data collected from detention centers and from among the
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homeless. Usually, the only way these children can be accounted for is through shelters
where they seek help, since they are rarely reported as missing by their parents or
caregivers.
More than half of the children classified as runaways could be described more
accurately as “throwaways.” Children, who are considered "throwaways" are abandoned,
told to leave by a caregiver, or not allowed to come back home once they have left. Many
throwaways come firom lower socio-economic backgrounds. In comparison to run¬
aways, “throwaway” children are twice as likely to experienced domestic violence in the
home.
Georgia's Abandoned Infants and Children's Programs
Project Prevent
Emory University's School of Medicine (Pediatric Department) has been
conducting a demonstration project under the Abandon Infants Assistance Act of October
1990. Project Prevent was one of the original programs funded by the Abandoned Infants
Assistance Act. Sometimes said to be the "best kept secret in town", Emory's program
touts a client roll of 2500 over seven years and currently has its facility on Juniper Street
in downtown Atlanta called "My House." It is but one small component of Project
Prevent, but is home to some 11 babies that were medically ready to be discharged from
the hospital but would be "at-risk" if left in the custody of the parent.
Research shows that over the past 11 years more than 250 babies have boarded in
Grady Hospital at a cost of more than $7 million dollars. In June 1999, "My House"
received state license as a temporary emergency shelter for medically fragile infants, the
only such facility in Georgia.
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Infants at "My House " are removed from the ceire of their family of origin by the
court and DFCS in whatever county they live in. The decision to remove the infant from
the care of their parents is based on the parent's inability to provide appropriate care for
the infant at the time the infant is ready to leave the hospital. In most instances, the parent
is on drugs. There have been cases where infants have gone home with the parent only to
be abused and neglected and then readmitted to the hospital. Sometimes the child’s
medical needs make it difficult to place the child in foster care.
Child Protective Service and the courts allow parents ample time to make lifestyle
changes that will enable them to take care of their children. If this happens the parent
may be able to be reunited with the infant. However, if no definitive changes have
occurred with the parent after a year, the state is now mandated by federal law to make
permanent plans for these toddlers so they do not linger in limbo with no real home and
no real hope of finding adoptive parents. In a year's time, the parents must have their act
together or the child can be put up for adoption. The success of Project Prevent lies in the
number of women who survive sexual abuse and are able to address their complex issues.
Project Prevent was designed by a social worker in response to the high incidence
(35%) ofcocaine positive infants admitted to the neonatal intensive care nursery at Grady
Memorial Hospital. The large number of these infants who boarded in the hospital after
they were medically ready to be discharged was also a factor. It was determined that
many pregnant women in the community who used drugs received no prenatal care and
delivered a disproportionate number of premature babies had other health problems that
required admission to the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU). Thus a prime initial focus
of the program was to establish a referral network that would capture this group of
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women. A component is based in the NICU at Grady Hospital to provide more intensive
intervention and follow-up to this group of women and their infants. The program has
since expanded to serve women in the metropolitan Atlanta area regardless of the site of
their medical treatment or hospital ofdelivery.
Project Prevent's Approach to Treatment
Since establishing Project Prevent, Emory Hospital has utilized the talents of the
founder of "My House" and an addiction counselor. This team effort focuses its attention
on getting pregnant women into prenatal care and attempts to get them involved in drug
treatment as well as to work on all of the life issues the women bring with them. Home
visits and outreach are components ofthe program.
The team begins working with the family after the infant is admitted to the NICU
and identification of a positive drug history during the prenatal period or at birth is
determined. The team assists the mother in getting treatment, helps stabilize the home
environment, identifies the primary caregiver (mother or relative, when necessary), and
aids in preparing the appropriate caregiver to take the infant at the point of medical
readiness. The team and NICU staff also coordinate services with other agencies,
particuleirly the Department of Family and Children Service (DFCS).
Research showed that a large portion (over 60%) of the women served by Project
Prevent have a history of sexually transmitted diseases, especially syphilis. For this
reason the program secured additional funding to hire a disease prevention specialist to
provide more preventive outreach and follow-up services. This course of action has
helped approximately one third of the clients survive not only sexual abuse but also
survive physical abuse.
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Georgia State's Abandoned Infants and Children's Project
Grandparent's Program
The National Abandoned Infants Resource Center (1999) reports that Georgia
State University instituted a program (under the Abandoned Infants Assistance Act of
1988) geared toward grandparents or other caregivers or relatives providing care for
abandoned infants. This program is designed to assist grandparents or other caregivers on
fixed income, who else wise might have difficulty making ends meet or might otherwise
suffer from burnout.
Adoptions and Foster Care in Georgia
Department of Human Resources
Georgia's Department of Human Resources (DHR) reports that there are 2600
children with a permanency plan for adoption that are legally in the department's custody.
In fiscal year 2002, nearly 85 percent of the children adopted through state programs
were adopted by foster parents, foster/adoptive parents, or relatives. Records indicate that
there are approximately 260 special needs children available for adoption who do not
have identified family resources (DHR 2002). DHR's definition of "special needs" for the
purpose of eidoption includes:
1. Any child 8 years or older,
2. Any child who is Black American one year of age or older,
3. Members of sibling groups of two (2) to be placed together where one is age 8
or over, or has another special need as defined herein; and,
4. Any child with a documented physical, psychological or learning disability.
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DHR further reports that most children in DHR's custody awaiting adoption meet the
definition of "special needs" for the purpose of adoption, www.adoptions.dhr.state.ga.us
Division of Family and Children Services
There are approximately 14,133 children in the custody of the Division of Family
and Children Services (DFCS 2002) each month with 7,681 in foster care, stemming
from an astounding 62,401 investigated reports of child maltreatment. Of the 62,401
investigated reports, 21,684 were substantiated cases of abuse or neglect based on what
reports to be substantiated credible evidence. These numbers may or may not reflect the
number of infants and children that are abandoned each year in Georgia.
DFCS (2002) has 3,400 approved family foster homes and 24 family service
workers statewide in Georgia to strengthen families who receive child and adult
protective services or have children in foster care. The family service workers work with
troubled families to prevent out-of-home placement of children. Services include home
management and parenting help and training. DFCS (2002) also reports that in fiscal year
2002, 15,601 adults and children received in-home help.
DFCS (2002) has several notable programs. One such program is the Teen Parent
Program. Through the Teen Parent Program, DFCS reportedly helped adolescent parents
complete high school, delay a second pregnancy, and become self-sufficient. During
fiscal year 2002 approximately 30 students completed high school, and DFCS (2002)
says 15 are currently enrolled in college orteclinical school, www.dlir.state.ga.us
DHR (2002) and DFCS (2002) statistics are indicative of the needs of abandoned
infants and children in Georgia. Professionals agree and researchers concur that the issue
of child abandonment cannot be solved without intervention by other institutions in the
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community. The programs initiated by Emory University and Georgia State University
are commendable, but their efforts are a mere "tip of the iceberg." Emory's prevention
program suggests thousands of women have participated in Project Prevent, but there is
no published information indicating behavior or attitude changes which would protect
infants and children from abandonment. The success of these and like programs can only
be measured by a reduction in the number of infants and children who are abandoned.
The Black Church is a key component to infant and child abandonment. Black
churches have the ability to galvanize people to become foster and adoptive parents.
Black churches can provide support services to women who might consider
abandonment. Without Black churches. Black infants and children may languish in state
care for years and never know what a loving, caring home is.
Abandoned Children with Disabilities
Down Syndrome and Related Disabilities
Down's Syndrome or Trisomy 21 is the most common cause of mental retardation
and the leading cause of abandonment of disabled children in America. The clinical
symptoms include a wide range of physical and mental disabilities. These disabilities in
an individual with Down's Syndrome can vary from almost normal to severe disabilities
requiring long term intervention. Parents of some children with severe disabilities find it
impossible to take care of the child at home and will allow the child to be placed in an
institution that is capable of caring for a severely disabled child with Down's Syndrome.
Prevalence
Research shows that in 1990, 4536,300 American children under 18 were reported
as having a disability. These are children defined as experiencing difficulty with certain
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fimctions or abilities (e.g., playing or going to school), due to a physical or mental health
impairment (SIPP 1990, Decennial Census 1990, Lakin, CMHS). This includes 4,444,500
children living in the community and 91,800 in institutions. According to the 1990
Census, 1,200 children lived in nursing homes and 1,200 in homes for the physically
handicapped (i.e., homes and schools for the blind, the deaf, or those with physical
disabilities). Another 29,500 were in facilities for the mentally ill and 60,000 in facilities
for the mentally retarded (CMHS, Lakin). Facilities for the mentally retarded include
state and county mental hospitals, private psychiatric hospitals, residential treatment
centers for emotionally disturbed children, multi-service mental health organizations, and
other residential organizations. Facilities for the mentally retarded also include group
homes, board and care homes, foster care homes, and Medicaid certified intermediate
care facilities for the mentally retarded (ICF-MRs). The 148,000 children in correctional
facilities or in. Group Quarters not associated with disability (i.e. emergency shelters,
rooming and boarding homes) were not included, as data on disability was not available
(1990 Census).
Disabled children are abandoned to facilities and institutions outside the home
because parents are not able to care for their children. The reasons most often given for
not caring for the children in the home are economic and emotional. Medical costs are
usually out of the reach of parents with children that are severely handicapped. Also, the
emotional strain on families prompts out-of-home placements.According to the United
States Censxxs (1990), the leading causes of disability include learning disabilities
(1,372,200), speech disorders (1,096,000), mental retardation and other developmental
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disabilities (720,5000), mental illness (462,800), and respiratory conditions (362,200),
such as asthma.
Abandoned Children Worldwide
Aids Pandemic In Sub-Saharan Africa
HIV/AIDS has affected Sub-Saharan Africa more than any region in the world.
An estimated 28.1 million Africans were living with HIV/AIDS at the end of 2001.
Among them, an estimated 2.4 million children under 15 years were living with
HIV/AIDS, largely due to mother-to-child transmission. Some 12 million children have
lost their mother or both parents to the epidemic. The number of orphans pose
unprecedented social welfare demands for countries already burdened by huge
development challenges.
Studies show that on average, one in three HIV/AIDS orphans in Africa is
younger than five years, placing the number of AIDS orphans ages zero to five (who have
lost one or both parents) at more than 4 million. The number is projected to more than
double by 2010 if the current trend continues.
The devastation caused by HIV/AIDS in Africa is at such proportions that by
2002, the World Bank's Board of Directors had approved US $1.0 billion for a new Multi-
Country HIV/AIDS Program (MAP) for Africa. Well over USS0.5 billion has been
committed and a number ofAfrican countries are preparing new MAP projects.
The MAP is unprecedented in its flexibility and coverage. One of the key
components of the MAP is meeting the increasingly difficult circumstances of children,
families, and communities affected by HIV/AIDS.
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Research shows and news reports indicate that millions of children have died
because of HIV/AIDS, and millions more are orphans. Early Child Development (ECD)
is a major component of MAP's overall programs. ECD was developed to address the
needs of infants eind children orphaned by HIV/AIDS, as well as other vulnerable
children. For reasons listed below, Early Child Development services are essential and
need to be fully integrated into the MAP.
Early childhood is the most rapid period of development in human life. The
effects of HIV/AIDS on infants and young children are unprecedented and threaten to
undermine any of the achievements made in child health and education in Sub-Saharan
Africa.
The potential, direct beneficiaries of ECD activities in AIDS affected countries
include:
• Young children who are HIV positive,
• Orphans and unaccompanied children,
• Young children whose parents are very ill with HIV/AIDS and/or
opportunistic illnesses,
• Households headed by elderly caregivers who can barely provide
for young children,
• Households with young children that are headed by children,
• Households with young children whose caregivers are
overwhelmed by multiple foster children and/or sick and dying
family members,
• Young children in institutions,
• Parents and caregivers ofyoung children.
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The benefits of ECD interventions in AIDS-affected communities are substantial.
For example, ECD interventions:
• Empower the members of communities to recognize and support their most
vulnerable residents (infants and young children).
• Help disadvantage children in AIDS-affected households by improving their
chances for survival and educational achievements.
• Provide safe childcare.
• Facilitate the participation of women in formal and informal labor forces,
which generates additional household income to care for young children and
sick or dying household members.
Research indicates that Africa has the youngest population in the world. There are
130 million children ages 0-6 in Sub-Saharan Africa ( 20 percent of the total population)
who are seriously at-risk because of HIV/AIDS. Families have been devastated by the
AIDS pandemic. Infant mortality is the highest in the world. Access to health care is low,
and children are dying from preventable diseases.
Orphaned children ages 0-8 may be cared for by extended or foster families or
older children or grandparents, or institutions, or they may sometime live on the street.
Commonly, these traumatized young children, and especially those whose, parents are
suspected of having died from HIV/IAIDS, suffer stigma and discrimination.
Grandparents who may be too old to care for young children adequately often care for
AIDS orphans. Grandparent's household resources are minimal and grandparents are
sometimes on pensions, sickly, eind/or lack any means of income to support a new family
of young children. www.Uneca.org/Adf2000
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Brazil
Next to Sub-Saharan Africa, research indicates that Brazil has the greatest number
of abandoned children in the world. By the 1990s, more than 20 million children lived on
or below the poverty line. Many children have gradually abandoned or broken away from
families as the primary focus of their lives. Children testify of having fled extreme living
conditions, abusive treatment from a drunken parent or seemingly malicious stepparent.
Many speak of the streets as being safer and cleaner than the slums, offering greater
opportunities and challenging adventures. Some of the working children sleep on the
streets during the weekdays to save on transport costs, returning home on the weekends.
A UN Human Rights report states that street children are often viewed as little
more than vermin and thousands have been murdered in the 1990s by police officers that
see it as no more than a form of 'social cleaning.' The government acknowledges child
abandonment is one its principle social problems. Several mission agencies have
ministries to street children. The Presbyterian Church (USA) is one example: a
missionary couples work with a team of Brazilian Christians to minister to abandoned
children, playing games with them, teaching them to read, write eind draw. Missionaries
have reported that many of the children steal, sell and use drugs, or take up prostitution as
a way of hfe.
By some estimates, Colombia has more than 30,000 abandoned children. Poverty
is one of the main reasons they end up living on the streets. Parents living in conditions or
squalor are driven to sending their children out to work the streets. Some abandon them.
The children sell sweets, wash cars, polish shoes, or do odd jobs. The higher paid jobs
can sometimes be found if the children are prepared to help drug couriers or become a
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prostitute. Many children who start by working on the streets end up living there. Among
many organizations, the Salesians have a program of aid to abandoned youth and children
in the streets of Bogota, Colombia. This program has been in existence for more than
thirty years.
China
China has 21% of the world's population, but only 10% of land suitable for
cultivation. More than 169 million people are added to the population every year. In
response, the Chinese government has vigorously promoted family planning. In 1979
they announced the controversial 'one child policy,' with reward and penalties to induce
couples to limit their family to one child. For thousands of years, Chinese culture has
dictated that every family must have a son or risk dishonoring their ancestors; the birth of
a boy is celebrated while the birth of a girl is not acknowledged. More than 6 million
women in China are called 'Lai-De' or 'Zheo-Di' (both of which mean, 'next time bring a
boy"). There are no official statistics for abandoned babies, and abandoning children is a
crime that carries stiff penalties. But some parents are willing to take the risk because if
they can only have one child they don't want it to be a girl. Abandoned children are left to
die beside roads, rivers, and railway stations; others are picked up to by gangs and used
for begging. There are some 40,000 orphanages with between 1 and 3 million Chinese
orphans; two in five babies entering the system die.
Dr. Zhung, an exiled pediatrician, helped Amnesty International confirm many of
these details. She authored a book, “Death by Default,” and helped produce a series of
documentaries. The “Dying Rooms,” aired in London and was filmed by and undercover
team which visited 9 orphanages in 5 provinces in China. They found healthy baby girls
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tied to chairs, legs splayed over makeshift potties; babies swaddled 5 to a cot and left
unattended with bottles of rice gruel perched in their mouth; and evidence that sick
female babies were kept in separate rooms and left to die. 'Every baby in the orphanage
was a girl,' wrote the film's director. The only boys were mentally or physically disabled.
'In some of the orphanages, death rates are as high as 20%.
- Egypt
Abandoned children receive little help in Egypt because people generally assume
they are bom out-of-wedlock and thus not suitable recipients of charity. Many were
simply left to die in local hospitals. An official home for these children, called the
"Sunshine Project," has been established in Luxor. 'People consider illegitimate children
bad spirits,' says the home's founder. The children who are in the home all study the
Q'uran and go to mosque.
Guatemala
Guatemala, like other Latin American Countries, has a large population of street
children. They are often targets for police officers and roving death quads. There have
even been instances of massacres reported.
Hungary
More than 22,000 orphaned and abandoned children are in state custody in
Hungary. A string if infanticide and stories critical of adoptions by foreigners made the
news in 1996. After 54 children were killed by parents who could not afford them, the
Agost Schoepf-Merci maternity hospital in Budapest put an incubator at its entrance, so
mothers could anonymously leave unwanted babies. The majority of abandoned children
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are Gypsies and thus few Hungarian parents want them. These are the most up for foreign
adoption.
India
India's economic difficulties have led to some 18 million street children.
Orphanages are filled with abandoned children. Numerous Christian ministries, both
foreign cross-culture, and indigenous, labor to minister to these children.
Romania
In 1996, Romanian Dictator, Nicolae Ceausescu, determined to build a larger
work force, decreed every married woman bear at least four children. He later increased
the number to five. Most families could not afford the children. Today, an estimated 1
million children have been abandoned in post-Communist nations across Eastern Europe,
and 10% of them are Romanians. According to a government census, nearly 2,500
Romanian children are living in the streets and sewers, eind 100,000 are wards of state
orphanages or private shelters. Virtually none are orphans, nearly all have at least one
parent, and 80% have two.
- Asia
In Asia, many abandoned children, sold for purposes of sexual slavery, are taken
into Thailand, Nepal and India from Southern China, Cambodia, Vietnam, Burma and
Laos.
Vietnam
During the Vietnam War, an estimated 10,000 children were bom of American-
Vietnamese relationships, most ofwhom were left behind.
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As illustrated by the above cases, the prevention of child abandonment is a
profound challenge to the ministry activities of the Christian Church throughout the
world. There are an estimated 60 million (includes more than 1/2 million in state care in
America) children abandoned in institutions, in orphanages and/or forced to live on the
streets every day. Ministries such as World Vision, Compassion, the Christian Children's
Fund and similar organizations are prime examples of Christian charity action.
www.gem-werc.org/MMRC/MMrc9818.htin. However, much more needs to be done.
Christians all over the world must follow the example of Jesus and begin to Uft





Child abandonment is not new. According to James Boswell (1988)
abandonment in the ancient world was a normal practice. It was a postnatal method of
birth control. There was no peirticular stigma attached to child abandonment (Boswell
1988). The ancient Romans practiced "exposure," as children were viewed as burdens to
society. In both Greece and Rome it was an accepted practice to abandon unwanted
children along roadsides to die (Boswell 1988, Marcus 2000). A famous example of this
practice, was Oedipus, the heir to the throne of Thebes, who was exposed to the elements
as a newborn because of the terrible prophecy that he would kill his father and marry his
mother (Marcus 2000).
According to Boswell (1988) Greeks, Romans and Medieval Christians all over
Europe abandoned unwanted infants on a large scale. Usually infants were abandoned
because their parents were unable to take care of them or because they were illegitimate
and therefore had no place in society. Many were left in public places (a practice that
continues throughout the world today) where parents hoped they would be found and
raised by others. Infants with visible anomalies, however, were usually left where no one
would find them.
There was large-scale infant abandonment in Europe through the Renaissance
(Boswell 1988), and increased during the Industrial Revolution, with the increased social
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stigma related to illegitimacy. By the 15"' century, large orphanages had been established
where infants could be left anonymously. However, only the healthiest infants survived in
these institutions. The institutions were sometimes called "angel makers" because of the
large-scale numbers of children that died while living there. It was not until the Second
World War (Boswell 1988) that Western Europe nations emptied orphanages and placed
most children with families.
Abandonment of infants with "birth defects" continues today in the United States,
the Caribbean, Russia, India, China, and many other countries where parents do not have
resources to care for severely handicapped children. According to Boswell (1988), many
die. However, children are not abandoned primarily for the purpose of preventing them
fi'om reproducing, www.genesaga.com/professionals/geneletter/archives
The Roman World
Child abandonment was a common practice of imwanted children in Rome.
Parents who exposed a child were not ashamed of the act of abandonment (Boswell
1988); there was also universal approval and admiration for those who rescued the
children. Through the 300's A.D there were no Roman laws or barriers to exposing or
giving children away. Selling children was slightly more complicated than abandonment
but not uncommon. The motives for abandoning children (Marcus 2000) seemed to be
gender spacing, poverty, war or famine, illegitimacy, limitations of family size, and
economic necessity.
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Boswell contends that married Roman couples were encouraged to have sex only
for procreation purposes. Sex for any other reason, within marriage, was frowned upoa
At the same time, there was no reliable method of contraception and there was an urge
for sexual activity outside of marriage. The term "Roman Orgy" was probably not
covered without reason. Understandably, without reliable contraception there would be
unwanted children.
There were many reasons why infants were abandoned in the ancient world, but
usually they were simply an offspring of parents who lacked the resources to feed them
(Marcus 2000). In some cases, infants were abandoned because of their gender. If a
newborn was a girl, she was often abandoned unless the mother refiised to do so. If the
first one or a few children were female, parents might abandon them until a first bom son
arrived (Boswell 1988). Children bom out of wedlock or from recreational sex by
marriage partners would be illegitimate and/or unwanted. It was believed (Boswell 1988)
that children bom as a result of recreational sex would be cursed in some form and as a
result parents would often abandon a child conceived in such a manner. A child bom
handicapped was abandoned so no one would think that the parents had been indulging in
recreational sex (BosweU 1988).
According to Boswell, inheritance was another consideration for parents in
Roman times. It had to be apportioned among all of the children. Abandonment was an
economic necessity for parents who already had 2-3 children because the family
inheritance would have to be divided into meager amounts.
The most common forms of abandonment were sale, substitution and exposing in
public places (Boswell 1988). Selling a child could be accomplished more easily than
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substitution, which could only be accomplished with the aid of a midwife or the
cooperation of both parents who wanted to conceal a child's origin. While some children
must have been murdered (Boswell 1988), it was not the generally desirable outcome of
abandonment. Abandonment in public places where a child would most likely be found
became the accepted practice.
According to Boswell, many abandoned children during Roman times were found
by what he termed "kindly strangers," while others were found by strangers looking for
slaves and prostitutes. It was a common practice to place a child in a tree so that wild
animals would not find and kill it. Another practice during this time was that of wealthy
parents who left a token with the child. This practice was both a way to show the finder
that the child was of well-to-do parents, though unwanted, and also a way to identify the
child ifi years later, claims were made to a family that a specific child was theirs. Tokens
also prevented some one fi-om falsely claiming their births, as they would not have the
tokens as proof. Tokens were rings, ribbons, paintings, articles of clothing, and the
material in which the child was wrapped.
According to Boswell, a substantial percent of abandoned children were female. It
is common belief that the majority of women who reared more than one child had also
abandoned at least one. The overall rate of child abandonment in the 1^ and 3’^*' centuries
is extrapolated to be in the area of 20-40 percent of all live births (Boswell 1988).
During Roman times (Boswell 1988) abandoned children became slaves,
prostitutes, and eunuchs, and were at times recovered by the biological parents, and some
actually became happy alumni of foster parents. And while some children died as a result
of abandonment, there are no literary sources depicting the death of abandoned children.
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No historical data can be found (Boswell 1988) regarding dead abandoned children, or
historical data assigning responsibility for the burial of dead abandoned children. The
overwhelming belief in the ancient world was that abandoned children were picked up
and reared somewhere else.
Post Roman Empire Christanity
Christians of the first five centuries A.D. were denizers of the Roman Empire
(Boswell 1988) and thus affected by Roman culture, meaning attitudes toward child
abandonment would not have changed much from those held by Romans. The objections
of most Christian moralists centered on the possibility of the death of the abandoned
child, which they considered to be murder and a few of incest.
The fear of incest (Boswell 1988) grew out of the idea that a man and woman
might have sexual relations with someone who turned out to be their own abandoned
child. This event would most likely happen to men who visited brothels. This fear
appears often in the surviving writings of the time. It is indicative of how much child
abandoiunent there must have been and how much out of marriage sexual activity there
was if incest with one's own abandoned child became such an obsession. St. Ambrose, a
well-known moralist of the time, exemplified Christian moral theology as his writings
demonstrate a transition from disapproval of child abandonment to resignation that it was
going to happen no matter what the church's stance might be.
Later, St. Augustine, recognized that most parents who abandoned children had
little choice and directed his disapproval at those parents he assumed did have a choice.
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The councils and ecclesiastical authorities of the early church were concerned with
establishing means to ensure that abandoned children were properly cared for, not
prohibiting or condemning parents for acts of abandonment. During this period, it became
common to abandon children at the doors of the churches; this may have been a Christian
continuation of the Roman practice of abandonment in public places.
According to Boswell, it was Jewish Scriptures which Christianity brought with it
to its foster home in Rome, not its own sacred writings which opposed abeindonment. On
the contrary, both included archetypal examples of God requiring or accepting the
sacrifice of a child (including His own), or of abandonment leading to a greater destiny,
as in the ceise ofMoses and Ishmael.
Boswell contends that some early ascetics regarded exposing children as sinful,
but their condemnations were based on the claim that it was tantamount to infanticide -
despite overwhelming expectation that the child would survive, or that it was certain to
lead to incest. Others objected to selfishness or sexual improprieties that might be
manifested in abandonment, but no Christian writer articulated the position that
engendering a child necessarily created an obligation to support the child. By the 4*
century a broader consensus had emerged in which reservations about abandonment -
when practiced for selfish reasons by the rich or libidinous reasons by anyone coexisted
with equanimity and compassionate parents driven to expose or sell their children.
Boswell contends that by the 4* century, theology, Christian law, and Concilliar
Canons, all provide abundant testimony that abandonment was just as widespread among
Christians as it was among pagan Romans. By this time Romans were now the Roman
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lies, and their ethical traditions not only accommodated but in some ways
tionalized forms of abandonment.
Renaissance to Modern time
Boswell asserts that there was large-scale infant abandonment in Europe through
.enaissance that increased during the Industrial Revolution with the rise in
imacy. By that time, large orphanages had been established where infants could be
lonymously. However, only the healthiest infants survived in these institutions. The
itions were sometimes called "angel makers" because of the large numbers of
en that died while living there.
Throughout Europe children were abandoned by parents from all walks of life,
Hellenistic antiquity to the end of the Middle ages. Boswell indicated that infant and
abandonment was at its highest beginning around A.D. 250 to the 11* century
it began to decline. Parents who were desparate abandoned their children because
verty or disaster. Children were also abandoned in shame when parents were
ling to keep them because of a physical condition or because they were illegitimate
:estuous. A child was not welcome at times because of gender or in just plain
isness. Some parents during these times just could not be bothered. Foundling
s were to provide a "safe haven" for abandoned children, but the majority of the
en died within a few years of admission. In some places the mortality rate exceeded
f percent.
The abandonment of infants and children is an extreme form of child neglect
ning from many causes. Some include family breakdown, irresponsible fatherhood,
iture motherhood, illegitimate birth, or the deaths of both parents.
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The problem is not new. In the 19* century, “ragamuffins” were a familiar part of
London's urban scene, emd Parisian parents abandoned their children at a rate of 20% of
the live births in that city. "Children of the Sun,” by Morris West, tells of the survival of
street children in Naples in the 1950s. What is new is the growing scale of the problem.
In our world today at least 60 million to 100 million infants and children are
abandoned by their parents and live on their own, or in orphanages. Reliable specific
information on the causes, magnitude and instances of child abandonment is scarce. The
actual numbers may be greater.
The practice of abandonment is as prevalent in today's society as it was in the
ancient world. While infant and child abandonment is not considered a "normal practice,"
and is not used as a postnatal method of birth control, in many ways infant and child
abandonment is an accepted practice since women are not prosecuted for the "act." "Safe
Haven Laws" have been enacted in many states. Safe Haven Laws protect the mother





Within this context the researcher seeks to establish a relationship between
Christian theology and abandoned infants and children and their families. The researcher
makes an attempt to incorporate liberation theology and Christian theology with a
"theology of abandonment." A theology of abandonment speaks only about
abandonment, which by its very nature is a liberating theology. For this reason, this
chapter will include liberation theology which speaks to the plight of mother's who
abandon and a theology of the Cross (the ultimate abandonment), which speaks to Jesus'
cry from the Cross and what it meant for Christian theology. This chapter also includes
God's mandate and actions on behalf of orphans and/or abandoned children. In addition,
a discourse will be given on the Early Church, Jesus' actions during this period, and how
His actions were perceived and adhered to by Christians. And finally, this chapter speaks
to Incamational theology, i.e., Jesus entering the world as fully human and what it means
to humankind.
Liberation Theology
Liberation theology (Gutierrez 1973) stresses the urgency of eliminating the
existing injustices and the need for an economic development geared to the service of
humankind. Mothers who abandon infants and children are caught up in an unjust system
of oppression. They usually live in poverty, in unsafe and inadequate housing, and they
are most often abused. If all injustices (Gutierrez 1973) were eliminated and if economic
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oppression ceased, infant abandonment as we know it would not exist. Liberation
theology is the product of a profound historical movement which is accepted by the
Christian community as a sign of the times and as a call to commitment and
interpretation.
Whenever people are being exploited, violated, injured, killed, deprived, or
degraded, God wants the oppression to stop immediately— not by divine intervention
alone, but by our intervention with God's help. God hears the cries of those who suffer
injustice and disturbs the conscience of those who enjoy safety and worse who benefit
from injustice (Emeth 1998).
A Theology of the Cross
A Christian theology which sees its problem and its task as knowing God in the
crucified Christ cannot be pure theory. It cannot lead to a pure theory of God, as in the
vision ofGod in the Early Church. Pure contemplation of this kind abandons the realm of
the transitory, of mere appearance and uncertain opinion and finds true eternal being in
the logos.
In the crucified Christ, abandoned by God and cursed, faith can find no equivalent
of this kind. Faith cannot find an equivalent which provides it with indirect analogical
knowledge of God, but encounters the very contrary. According to Jurgen Moltmann
(1973), all Christian theologians of every period and inclination try to answer the
question of Jesus' cry from the cross and to say consciously or unconsciously why God
abandoned Him. Why was God silent? Researchers have concluded that God was silent
because he suffered as the Son suffered. God suffered because His Son died an agonizing
death as he hung on the cross for three hours. Jesus died with a cry welling up from a
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sense of the most profound rejection by the God, whose Son Jesus knew Himself to be
and whose messianic kingdom had been his whole passion.
However, in this light, Jesus' abandonment was a "necessary provision" for
millions of abandoned infants and children throughout the world. By allowing Jesus to be
"ransomed," as some theologians suggest, God provided hope for the hopeless. Why God
allowed His only begotten Son to die such a horrific death is greater than even the most
convincing Christian answer (Moltmann 1973).
Moltmann's theory is that there is an active form of suffering, the suffering of
love, a voluntary opetmess to the possibility of being affected by outside influences. But
what can the knowledge of the 'crucified God' mean for helpless and suffering abandoned
infants and children and their families? For Moltmann (1973) anyone who suffers without
cause first thinks they have been forsaken by God. God seems to be mysterious to the
person, an incomprehensible God who destroys the good fortune that they have been
give. But anyone who cries out to God in this suffering echoes the death-cry of the dying
Christ, the Son of God. In that case God is not just a hidden someone set over against the
person to whom the person cries but in a profound sense the human God who cries with
the person and intercedes for the person wdth his cross where the person who is tormented
is numb.
According to Moltmann (1973), when God becomes man in Jesus ofNazareth, he
not only enters into the fmitude of humankind, but in his death on the cross enters into the
situation of humankind's God forsakenness. In Jesus he does not die the natural death of a
finite being but the violent death of the criminal on the cross, the death of complete
abandonment by God. The suffering in the passion of Jesus is abandonment, rejection by
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God his father. God does not become a religion so that humankind participates in him by
corresponding religious thoughts and feelings. God does not become a law so that
humankind participants in him through obedience to a law. God does not become an
ideal, so that humankind achieves community through constant striving. He humbles
himself and takes upon himself the eternal death of the godless and the godforsaken, such
as abandoned infants and children and their families, so they can experience communion
with him. There is no loneliness and no rejection which he has not taken to himself and
assumed in the cross of Jesus.
According to Moltmann, Christians have to speak about God in the presence of
Jesus' abandorunent by God on the cross which can provide the only complete
justification of their theology. The cross is either the Christian end of all theology or it is
the beginning of a specifically Christian theology.
God's Mandate and Actions
Old Testament prophets make plain God's mandate to protect the poor and the
weak and the young. In the Old Testament, Abraham abandons Ishmael at Sarah's request
and God's concurrence. God concurred with Sarah but assured Abraham that he had
already made provisions for Ishmael. In her distress, Hagar abandons her son until and
angel appears.
In the Book of Samuel (1-3), God calls and entrusts a child with a message and a
mission of His people. In the Book of Joel (2-16), the people are instructed to "gather the
children and the infant at the breast." Further readings in the Old Testament depict the
story of King Solomon, wherein a mother is willing to give up her baby in order to save
him. Jeremiah (37:7-14) provides what is perhaps the first "attachment theory." Other
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actions and mandates can be found in Deuteronomy 24:19-21, Psalm 10:16-18, Psalm
68:5-6, Zechariah 7:8-10, Isaiah 1:16-18, Psalm 112:1-2, and Psalm 131.
Throughout the Old and New Testaments there are clear edicts from God and
from His Son Jesus Christ regarding children particularly orphans. In every sense of the
word abandoned infants and children are orphans. They are left without a family to love
and care for them.
The Early Church
Jesus' teachings concerning children were faithfully followed in the Early Church
(Marcus 2000). Christians in the Early Church believed that to receive a child in the name
of Christ was to receive Christ Himself.
Admonitions against the pagan practice of abortions and abandonment were found
in early Christian writings. The Epistle of Barnabas commanded: "Thou shaft not destroy
a child after it is bom. Thou shaft not withdraw thy hand from the son or from thy
daughter, but from infancy thou shaft teach them fear of the Lord." Christians during this
period began collecting infants that had been abandoned by their parents
The Early Church did not require formal ceremonies for abandoned infants to
become a part of a family. The presumption, according to researchers, was that, by
merely picking up an abandoned child and taking it home, a person automatically
assumed the role of its legal guardian. This informal arrangement mirrored the ritual in
which a father would pick up his own and pledge to raise it. If however, the father
refused to lift the child (which happened often with girl babies), it would be abandoned
(Marcus 2000).
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There are speculations that the Roman custom of raising the newborn infant
probably underlies Jesus' symbolic action in the Gospel of Mark. Responding to His
disciple's secret argument about which of them was the greatest, Jesus said, "The one
who wishes to become first must first become last of all and servant of all." As an
illustration of the sort of service he was talking about, he places a child in the midst of the
circle of disciples—thus indicating that children, including abandoned children should be
brought up in a Christian community. He then hugs the child, which probably means that
he picked the child up. This would remind most observers of the raising ritual. Jesus'
actions then are symbolic of adoption. Abandoned children are to be brought up in the
church and raised by Christian parents, not in order to exploit their labor potential, but
because the biblical God is one with special concern for the poor, the homeless, the weak
and the abandoned. The early Christians were known throughout the ancient world for
their charity, including their treatment of destitute children (Marcus 2000).
The actions of Jesus in Mark 9:30-37 demonstrates clearly what Christians are
called to do for abandoned infants and children. Jesus not only sets the example for the
ministry issue, but links acceptance ofabandoned infants and children with acceptance of
Him. He said, "Whoever welcomes one such child in my name welcomes me" (Matthew
18:5) The crying child in or behind the dumpster is an image of Christ, and the way in
which the Black church responds to such a helpless creature is a gauge of the church's
response to Jesus. Christ is mysteriously found in babies abandoned in public places and
in the throwaway child who is not allowed back into the house.
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Incarnational Theology
According to John Saward (1993), the Annunciation is the chief feast of the
Incarnation. God the Son, fully and completely God, became fully and completely man at
his conception in the womb of the Virgin Mary. His human life began at fertilization,
which in his case was miraculous, because his Virgin Mother was made fruitful, not by
male seed, but by the power of the Holy Spirit. The incarnation is not the degradation of
divine greatness, but the elevation of human littleness through its assumption by the
creator. And so through Mary, by her faith and in her body, Israel's longing for God to
rend the heavens and come down is fulfilled. The incomprehensible God dwells among
men as man (Saward 1993).
The miraculous how of Christ's conception reveals who he is; it does not make
him any less what we are. At the Virginal conception, however, by the will of the Trinity,
an eternally existing divine person, the only Son of the Father, becomes man to gather the
scattered children (including abandoned infants and children) of God into unity and bring
them to the ageless newness of eternal life. According to Edward Smith (2001), the
incarnation bears witness not only to the fact that God has become part of history in
Jesus, but also the fact that this person reveals authentic humanity. In the incarnation, not
only has God's true self been revealed but also the true identity of women and men. This
means that humankind discovers its authentic identity in Jesus Christ and comes to know
the true God through him. The incarnation turns theology proper and anthropology into a
Christological issue.
Smith makes several points regarding the missiological implication of the
incarnation that are key to understanding the reality of abandoned infants and children
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and families. For him, this reality has several implications for the communication of the
message of Jesus Christ in our contemporary world, and especially among the poverty-
stricken, oppressed, and powerless majority (mothers who abandon infants and children).
Smith makes the point that it was out of the mystery of the incarnation, to which Jesus'
resurrection and death bears witness, that the early Christian community began to
understand its mission as participation in the continuing mission of Jesus Christ.
Smith contends that one of the missiological implications of the incarnation is that
of a new and fresh experience of Jesus Christ from within the harsh reality of the hiul,
destitute, and marginalized (mothers who abandon are marginalized). According to Smith
(2001), God became related to humanity in a radically new way. This meant that the Son
of God humbled himself to the extent that he took the form of a servant, emd thus the
identity of the poor, powerless, and the oppressed. Jesus took on the identity of oppressed
mothers who find themselves in positions of hopelessness wherein their infants and
children are abandoned in hospitals, in public places, behind dumpsters, etc. This
identity, according to Smith, reached its climax at the cross where Jesus died as a rejected
criminal, suffering not only "for" but also "with" humanity in the lowest horrible form of
death.
The incarnate God is present (Moltmann 1973), and can be experienced in the
humanity of every person, including abandoned infants and children and their families,
and in full human corporeality. No one should dissemble and appear other than who and
what they are, to perceive the fellowship of the human God with themselves. A person
can lay aside all dissembling and sham and become what they truly are in the human
God.
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However, the responsibility for integrating and concretizing theological
knowledge about the presence of the incarnate God and how individuals experience God,
remains with a church's pastor. Increasingly, "programs" have taken the place of theology
in the church. It is easier to establish a new program to assist abandon children than it is
to teach church leaders the dynamics of faith and response to service, or teaching church
officers the nature of the church as an incarnational institutional reality.
A pastor must have the ability to turn the church and its agencies more toward the
nurture of theological understanding, self-criticism, and action. How do theologians
interpret the life of abandoned infants and children and their families? Are they able to
see that abandoned infants and children are a product of women who have few resources,
have been abused, sexually and physically, and may be victims of drug abuse?
Abandoned infants and children and their families are marginalized.
A theology of abandonment is incarnational. Justo Gonzalez (1984) clarifies this
foundation in his treatise of Hispanic American theology, which he says is incarnational;
God's supreme self-disclosure has come to us in a human being, Jesus of
Nazareth. The incarnation must be the basis, not only for our doctrine of
redemption, but also and above all for our doctrine of God. The
incarnation is not, we often suppose, a last minute remedy for human sin.
As Iranaeus and other early Christian theologians would say, it is the very
goal of Creation (Gonzalez 1984).
When God chose to enter human history in Galilee, God chose to be an outsider
(Gonzalez 1984). Throughout his life, Jesus identifies with the most rejected members of
society, and he loved them. His own genealogy included harlots, converted pagans,
foreigners, adulteress, and lowly shepherds. Neither racism, nor purity of blood, purity of
morals, nor social class was respected in the incarnation. Christian missions means
encountering the crucified Christ in the world of the outsiders and sharing in his suffering
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for the rejects and the outcasts (Gonzalez 1984). Then it follows that all its traditional
aspects must be interpreted from the perspective of the periphery.
A theology of abandonment of infants and children and their families portrays
Jesus as a deliverer and an ethical critic of society and seeks liberation from oppressive
political and economic powers. Christian theology is a theology of the cross (Jurgen
Moltmann 1974). A Christian theology that ignores abandonment ignores the cross event.
I agree with Moltmann (1974) in that the cross is the form of the coming redeeming
kingdom and the crucified Jesus is the incarnation of the risen Christ. In the crucified
Jesus, the “end ofhistory” is present in the midst of the relationship of history. Therefore,
reconciliation can be found in the midst of strife and hope for the overcoming of strife.
Without the representative saving significance of the death on the cross, Christ
raised from the dead would be a miracle or at best a model or a forerunner of the future
(Gonzalez 1984). But that does not help those who suffer under their ovm
unrighteousness, and that of the world, and live in the shadow of death. It is only his
death on the cross that makes the meaning of His resurrection manifest for those living on
the margin; for abandoned infants and children and their families. For it is only through
the action of Jesus, as their representative that the glory anticipated in Him enters into
their misery. Only through His death for them does new life begin for those who Uve by
virtue of Jesus being raised by God. Only Christ's representative suffering and sacrifice in
His death on the cross bring hope to the hopeless, a future to those who are passing away
and new right to the unrighteous (Gonzalez 1984).
God is concerned about abandoned infants and children and their families. God is
concerned for the poor and the oppressed. This is evident throughout the Old and New
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Testament. Within these texts we are warned that oppression of the poor will provoke
God's judgment. Isaiah tells us that we are to forget the sackcloth and ashes if we are
oppressing the needy. We are to offer the kind of fasting God wants: loose the bonds of
justice; free the oppressed; feed the hungry; shelter the homeless; cover the naked; satisfy
the needs of the afflicted (Isaiah 58:3-10).
One wonders why God allows infants and children to be abandoned in the first
place. However, even with our inability to understand the suffering of every helpless
person, we are keenly aware that God is present and can be experienced in the humanity
of every person, including abandoned infants and children. There is no loneliness and no
rejection which God has not taken to himself and assumed in the cross of Jesus
(Moltmann 1974).
Jesus' feeling of abandonment on the cross provides the theological and historical
background for the ministry issue. As the separation became painfully apparent, Jesus in
his helpless suffering cried out to heaven and to his God, "My God why has thou
forsaken me?" Moltman (1973) explains what Jesus' cry on the cross means to
Christianity. Moltman says:
...Every theology which claims to be Christian must come to terms with
Jesus' cry on the cross. Basically, every Christian theology is consciously
or unconsciously answering the question, "Why has thou forsaken me?" In
the face of Jesus' death-cry to God, theology either becomes impossible or
becomes possible only as specifically Christian theology. Christian
theology cannot come to terms with the cry of its own age and at the same
time always be on the side of the rulers of this world. But it must come to
terms with the cry of the wretched for God and for freedom out of the
depth of this age (Moltmann, 1973)
Abandoned infants and children and their families are but one group of the
wretched who are marginalized. As we have seen, children have been abandoned since
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the beginning of time. The first occurrence that comes to mind is Moses. Moses' mother
abandons him when she could no longer hide him; she made an ark of bulrushes; covered
it with slime and pitch; put him in it; and laid it by the brink of the river. When Pharaoh's
daughter came to the river to wash herself, she saw the ark and sent her maid to get it.
When she opened the ark she saw Moses and had compassion on him (Exodus 2:3-6).
Mothers who leave babies in hospitals and in public places do so with the
expectation that the child will end up in a safe place. They do so with the knowledge that
the child's needs will be met. Mothers who abandon their infants and children experience
a feeling of forsakeness by family, friends, and by God. Mothers who abandon cry out to
God, "why has thou forsaken me."
From a theological perspective, the issue of abandoned infants and children
should be as important to the church as the worship hour. If Christians believe that Jesus
was "forsaken" on the Cross but resurrected on the third day, "a theology of
abandoiunent" must become a part of what the church represents. Jesus was abandoned
by God on the Cross but for a while. He was not forgotten, because on the third day, God
raised him from the dead. The church cannot forget abandoned infants and children and
their families. To do so is to forget abandonment in its fullness. The Cross event places
abandonment of infants and children and their families squarely in the hands of the
churcL To ignore abandoned infants and children is to ignore the true meaning of why




The researcher chose a train-the-trainer abandonment awareness workshop for the
Black church because she felt that this was the most expedient method to use to assure
that the message about abandoned black infants and children reached the black
community. In Metro-Atlanta there are several Black churches with 5,000 or more
members. This program works best in the Black church for several reasons, 1) the church
has people resources, and 2) if the pastor says the program should become a ministry of
the church, the membership will make it happen. The pastor is the authority figure, and if
a train-the-trainer awareness progreim is going to get off the ground, it has to have the
pastor’s approval and the leadership’s support.
There were many reasons why the researcher collected the materials that were
included in the workshop. First, the materials had to paint a picture of the issue of
abandonment. Participants needed to be able to envision these poor helpless infants and
children languishing in hospitals, being left in public bathrooms, or behind a dumpsters.
They needed to envision a child under fifteen being told to leave home and not return.
They needed to envision infants and children languishing in institutional care, with little
chance of knowing what it is like to be a part of a loving, caring home. Participants
needed to see the numbers. Participants also needed to envision a mother whose living
condition was not conducive to rearing a child. They needed to hear that mother’s who
abandon are usually caught up in a world of drugs and abusive sexual relationships. They
needed to know that many abandoned infants and children are the result of HIV/AIDS.
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Situations. They needed to feel the pain of a woman living a daily life of physical and
mental abuse. This is the reason why the researcher chose the materials that were used in
this project.
It pains the researcher’s heart that Black infants and children are institutional care
in the first place, and it pains her heart even more that nobody seems to care. It also pains
the researcher’s heart that Black women are suffering to the point that they willingly or
unwillingly give up their infants and children.
In Georgia there are more than 14,000 infants and children in institutional care
due to abandonment, abuse and neglect. 40-50% of these infants and children are Black.
The Black community must find room in their hearts and their homes for these babies.
These children must not continue languishing in institutional care, waiting for someone to
care enough to do something about their situation.
Conducting the research and developing a train-the-trainer awareness workshop
on infant and child abandonment for Black churches has been a very rewarding
experience for the researcher. It has in fact, been a life-changing experience. As the
researcher began collecting data and materials for the workshop, the project began to take
on a different meaning; the researcher's personal life began to unfold. However, it was
not until the day of the workshop that the realization of what the true meaning or the
revelation of how she would be impacted began to surface.
On the day of the workshop, as participant after participant began to tell personal
stories of abandonment, the researcher came to the realization that she had also been
abandoned as a child. It occurred to the researcher that at the age of nine, she had been
abandoned. The researcher had always knovm that she had become fatherless at the age
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of nine, but the issue of abandonment never surfaced until she began conducting research
for the project and participating in the train-the-trainer abandonment awareness
workshop.
The researcher's "blinded eyes" were opened. The researcher now understands
that any infant or child who is left alone, or with one parent, or with a grandparent, or
with a relative or someone else has essentially been abandoned.
Also, abandonment has long term affects that can be positive or negative. It
depends on the person and the caretaker. If the child is in a loving, caring environment
and is able to develop a sense of self-worth, the outcome is positive. On the other hand, if
the environment is hostile and only negative vibes are felt the outcome for the child will
also be negative. A child's negative childhood often spills over into adulthood
relationships because the person does not understand a relational phenomenon. The
implications are profound.
The project included development of materials for use in the project and
development of a train-the-trainer awareness program. It also included sohcitation for
support of the project firom church leadership initially at J.S. Hammond Missionary
Baptist Church in Palmetto, Georgia. The city of Palmetto is approximately 20 miles
southeast of Atlanta. Prior to recruiting volunteers for the project, a letter was sent to the
Pastors and other leaders of the church informing them of the researcher's desire to
conduct the workshop at the church. After receiving approval, volunteers were solicited
fi'om the church, as well as individuals from area churches over a two- month period. A
questionnaire was provided to 25 individuals. From the pool of 25 individuals 17
questionnaires were returned to the researcher; 8 individuals were selected to participate
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in an 8-Hour Train-the-Trainer Awareness Workshop. These 8 individuals not only
completed the forms in the time-frame required, but they were also available for training
and were willing to train lay people in churches about the issue of abandonment. There
were no age or gender requirements.
Participants
Eight participants attended the workshop; two men and six women between the
ages of 15 and 65. Denominationally, there was one participant from a Presbyterian
Church, one United Methodist, one Non-Denomination representative, and five Baptists.
Among the eight participants, two were Jamaican descendants and six were African
Americans.
The average age of the participants was forty, with the youngest being 15
years old. Three female participants and one male were married. One female and one
male was single. Three females were widowed. Two of the participants had minor
children in the home and two had adult children living at home. Educationally, four of
the participants had Bachelor’s degrees and two had Master’s degrees. With the
exception of one retiree, and one under the age of eighteen, all attendees were employed
full time.
The experiences of the participants with abandonment varied. Five of the
participants knew children personally who had been abandoned by one or both parents. In
one case, children were left with grandparents or some other relative (aunt or cousin),
while the mother went up North to find work. According to the participants, several
children reunited with their mother, but others remained in the care of relatives. Three of
the participants had been abandoned as young children. One participant was abandoned
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as a young girl. In this case, the mother came to America to work leaving three young
children in Jamaica to be cared for by the father. One participant had been abandoned by
both parents. The father had abandoned the family when the participant was a very
young boy. The mother abandoned the participant and his siblings when the participant
was an adolescent. The participant became head of his household at the age of thirteen.
Another participant's father was never a part of the family's life.
Criteria for Participation in the Project
Although having experienced abandonment was important, the most important
criteria for participating follow:
1. Participants had to had to have a compassionate, caring, and loving heart.
2. Participants had to be willing to train other lay people about abandoned
infants zind children.
3. Participants had to come with a willingness to learn.
4. Participants had to be willing to complete the questionnaire in a timely
manner.
Individuals who were genuinely interested in participating in the project, returned
the questionnaire to the researcher in the time frame indicated. Other individuals returned
the form too late or not at all.
Data Collection
Information from the Internet, journals and other library materials, and the
evaluation forms completed by the participants at the end of the workshop provided the
necessary data required to complete the project and the dissertation. Data included
statistical information on the status of abandoned infants and children, locally, nationally.
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and globally; historical literature; theological references; as well as demographic data of
participants.
Instruments Used
The instruments used were a questionnaire and personal interviews used to guage the
participant’s experience and interest in the workshop. Questions asked on the
questionnaire for potential participants were designed by the researcher. Some of the
questions asked in addition to demographics were:
1) Were you abandoned as an infant or child?
2) Who raised you- a grandparent, other relative, some other person?
3) How did you feel about not living with your biological parents?
4) How do you feel now?
5) Did it affect you emotionally?
6) Are you able to express your feelings about your personal experience with
abandonment?
7) Were you abused as a child?
8) What do you bring to this ministry?
9) Are you willing to commit time to this ministry?
10) Are you willing to be trained?
11) Are you willing to train others?
12) Are you willing to change lives?
This is the first time a program from a train-the-trainer aspect has ever been
developed for use in Black churches related to abandoned infants and children. A train-
the-trainer abandonment awareness program for the Black church has far-reaching
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implications for Black abandoned infants and children and their families. The researcher
believes that with the help of Black churches, the issue of Black infants and children
languishing in institutional care will soon come to an end.
The validity of a train-the-trainer awareness workshop can be seen as requests to
conduct similar workshops begin to be received. The researcher has been approached by
one peirticipant of the train-the-trainer workshop to conduct a similar workshop at a
women's conference in the Fall of 2003. Approximately 75 women are expected to be in
attendance.
Ideally, the trainer is supposed to train other lay people to establish abandonment
awareness programs within churches. However, a women's conference offers a much
greater opportunity for making individual's aware of the issue of abandoned infants and
children. The researcher has also had a request to conduct a less in-depth workshop at a
family conference in the Fall 2003.
Appreciating the fact that this was the first known work shop of its kind, it
became quite clear to the researcher as material and data were collected regarding Black
abandoned children that this was a new dimension in the placement of Black abandoned
infants and children in loving caring foster and adoptive homes. As trainers are trained
and lay people began to create awareness programs in Black churches, the plight of Black
abandoned infants and children rest squarely on the shoulders of the Black church.
Although this project and dissertation focuses on the Black church, it can be used
by any religious or interested institution The numbers speak for themselves. There were
588,000 (DHHS 2001), in state care in America. More than 40% of infants and children
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in care were Black. And while Black infants and children are harder to place, there is
another 60% ofwhite and other races in need of foster and adoptive homes.
Elizabeth Stevens, MSW, facilitated the 8-hour train-the-trainer abandonment
awareness workshop for Black churches at the request of the researcher. Elizabeth
Stevens trains supervisors in various capacities for the State of Georgia. Data was
collected by the researcher and supplied to the facilitator for inclusion in the presentation.
Research began for the project in the summer of 2001 during the "Research
Methodology" class. More intensive research was collected from August 2002 through
November 2002. Solicitation of church support, participants, and the facilitator were also
conducted during this period.
Research for the project included putting together a working definition of
abandonment, and providing an understanding of ways in which children are abandoned
as well as reasons why infants and children are abandoned. These issues needed to be
defined before the researcher and facilitator could develop a set of learning objectives
and develop a "Mission Statement."
Workshop
Participants began the day with a 45-mmute get-acquainted continental breakfast
of coffee, tea, juices, bagels, and pastries. The workshop session began promptly at
9:00a.m- The facilitator began the workshop by introducing herself orally and by
highlighting who she was at the beginning of the power point presentation. Following the
introduction of the facilitator, the participants were asked to introduce themselves.
Introductions had to include name, church affiliation, expectations, and a personal "God"
story. Participants freely introduced themselves and openly gave their "God" story. Five
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of the participants granted permission to the researcher to include their stories in this
work. Their stories are:
• Participant No. 1 had undergone very risky open-heart surgery that nearly
took her life. Her husband died two months after her surgery.
• Participant No.2 was not communicating with her only daughter. After
graduating firom high school the daughter left home, moved to Indiana without
letting her mother know her whereabouts. The daughter has since given birth
to a son and now the two are communicating once again.
• Participant No.3 has a son who is incarcerated and he constantly pressures the
family for money. A daughter wants to hang out all night and on occasion
does not come home.
• Participant No.4 has lupus. She most recently quit her a full time job not
knowing how they would make ends meet. But God provided a job in the
church. She is now working in a relaxed atmosphere.
• Participant No.5 had problems with a daughter-in-law, there was constant
confusion between family members.
To say the least, many tears were shed during the introductions, but a good
facilitator knows how to get individuals back on track. Stevens accomplished this task by
providing what is called, "Chikin Stew" for the minister's soul. Tears had now turned to
laughter.
Stevens was ready to proceed to the agenda for the 8-hour train-the-tramer
workshop. The agenda included the following:
• Overview ofAbandonment
• Your philosophy
• Background to the ministry
• Activity "Help me please"
• Key skills in developing and delivering presentation and training
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• Defining the problem of abandonment
• The Church's response - Setting up the Ministry
Following presentation of the agenda, the group received more "Chikin Stew" for
the minister's soul from the facilitator. The learning objectives for the workshop and the
"Mission Statement" were then discussed. The learning objectives included the
following;
• To promote the establishing of ministries in Black churches related to
abandoned infants and children.
• To show understanding of the role of the Black church as it relates to the issue
of abandoned infants and children.
• To facilitate the training of lay people to develop ongoing ministries in Black
churches relating to Black abandoned infants and children.
The "Mission Statement" is as follows: To develop programs in Black churches
that lead to changes in attitudes and behavior that negatively impact Black infants
and children, and institute training programs in Black churches that teaches parenting
and survival skills.
Stevens began the training by providing the group with an overview of skills
required by trainers and ways to identify and link specific training/presentation strategies.
The facilitator also reviewed how certain elements of training could reduce challenges
that could develop in the future.
The next steps included the definition of deprivation and abandonment of
children. Deprivation means leaving a child without proper parental care, control, or
subsistence as required by law. Abandonment means to leave as in danger or out of
necessity: forsake or desert. Abandon implies leaving a person or thing, either as a final.
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necessary measure, or as a complete rejection of one's responsibilities, claims, etc. to
yield completely, to relinquish, or give up something completely or forever.
Included in this section is an overview was an overview of parents who abandon.
This overview included teenager, single parents, parents involved in illicit affairs,
overwhelmed parents, parents who are depressed, isolated parents, parents who are
substance abusers, parents who are economically oppressed, and unsupported parents. At
this point, the facilitator referred to Lamentation 3:48-50: "My eyes run down with
streams of water because of the destruction of the daughter of my people. My eyes pour
down unceasingly without stopping until the Lord looks down and sees from heaven."
The researcher believes that the Lord has looked down and sees from heaven the disparity
ofBlack abandoned infants and children and their families.
The next part of the presentation provided an understanding of the key skills that
are necessary of delivering presentations or training. First, the trainer has to determine
what the training and presentation needs are, and then design the training based on the
needs. The next step would be to prepare for the training by gathering all of the necessary
training tools, and then deliver the training. At the end of each training session the trainer
needs to evaluate the training and/or presentation.
Further, the trainer needs to determine the learning needs of the participants. The
trainer has to examine their skills and knowledge to determine what the learner needs to
know to correct the situation, and must ask, "What do people at my church or in my
community know about abandonment and what is the main message people need to
hear?’
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The trainer must also ask herself, "What do I need to know to be effective? Do I
understand the various forms of abandonment, i.e., boarder babies, abandoned infants,
discarded babies, and throwaway children”?
The trainer should also know ways in which children are abandoned. For instance,
the trainer must be able to make the distinction between a boarder baby and a baby that
has been abandoned or discarded. Boarder babies are babies left in hospitals longer than
is medically necessary. While abandoned infants are infants that will not be allowed to go
home with the mother from the hospital because it has been determined by the Child
Protective Service that the infant would be at at-risk of abuse and neglect. Discarded
babies on the other hand, are babies left in public places. There is also the category of
throwaway children; those children commanded to leave the house and not allowed to
return or a child leaves home and no one care enough to look for the child. The trainer
must be able to discuss these categories intelligently.
Trainers should also know places where babies are abandoned, i.e., hospitals,
police stations, dumpsters, churches, behind business, in public rest rooms, at truck stops
in com fields, at proms, at tmck stops, with pimps, in a crack house, at the DFCS office.
In addition to knowing where babies are abandoned, it is important for trainers to know
causes ofabandonment. What would make a mother abandon an infant or child? There is
no standard answer to this question. The reasons for abandonment are numerous:
HIV/AIDS, drug and alcohol abuse, poverty, scarce resources, to many children, mental
illness, illegal activity, insecure and inadequate housing, homelessness, child physical
abuse, child sexual abuse, emotional abuse, rejection, terrorizing, isolating, ignoring, and
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chronic neglect. The facilitator stressed the importance of a trainer being knowledgeable
about the subject matter.
According to Stevens, there are several activities that trainers must do prior to a
training session. 1) The trainer needs to determine what people need to hear about
abandonment, 2) list available training opportunities, 3) list all resources, 4) identify
financial and resource implications and 5) record information gathered as the trainer
plans target groups for the ministry. The trainer then makes a determination as to who
they will target to hear the issue of abandonment; i.e., choir members, mothers with
children, youth group, church leaders or other organizations.
After these things are in order, the trainer must then decide what she would like to
see happen about abandoned babies, recognizing that these children are faced with many
challenges. Identify the challenges and the present needs that accompany some of the
children. Identify some of the challenges to normal development that all children face.
What are some of the challenges to normal development that children coming into
contact with the child welfare system may be at greater risk of facmg? This is important
information for a trainer to have.
The trainer should also understand the behavior of abandoned children. Some of
the children have developmental disabilities, may be sexually promiscuous, will have
physically abusive behavior, might steal and vandalize, have chemical dependencies, may
wet the bed, have extreme behavior problems, undisclosed suicidal tendencies. And the
list goesoa
According to Stevens, there are numerous ways a trainer can deliver training, but
it is totally up to the trainer to decide the most effective way to reach an audience. Much
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of the decision would depend on who the audience is, age group, environment for
training, etc. The training method should be varied according to the population: a lecture,
audience in role playing, individual coaching, a guest speaker, audio-visual presentations,
charts and/or review handouts. Whatever method the trainer decides to use, the person
must identify resources to support learning. The trainer must secure learning materials
whether developed or used, adapt learning materials for specific training, take notes on
training facilities, equipment including costs and availability, and requirements and
options for learning materials.
Two things that are most important for the trainer to know are the identification of
resources to support learning and copyright requirements and the law and the use of
inclusive language. The trainer must identify relevant resources and match existing
resources to meet the needs.
The selection of facilities and learning resources is very important. The key is
knowing the types of learning materials, functions of learning materials, and different
types of training equipment and facilities. To deliver the training, the trainer should
always create a safe, comfortable place for learning. She should manage the group
effectively, use activities and demonstrations to reinforce learning, use voice and tone to
communicate the message and to be able to manage challenges. Based on the learning
needs, use the internet to explore and research topics; identify the learning environment
and learning objectives to be achieved; research and select learning materials; create a
product trainer's guide, participants’ guide, desk reference, handout, etc. Most of all,
carefully select the training facility.
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A trainer should also understand the mechanics of co-training. If a co-trainer is
used, a trainer should identify one who will complement her skills: match skills to
delivery options, meet and plan training strategies, and rehearse in symphony to ensure
harmony.
There are several activities to help delivery: 1) clearly explain group activities to
learners, 2) conduct various group activities, and 3) carefully describe the activities used,
outlining their purpose. The trainer has now identified needs, designed training and
development sessions, prepared and developed resources to support learning, and
delivered the learning. Now all that is left is the evaluation! In the evaluation sessions be
prepared to: explain the training session; find out from the group if their expectations
were met; ask them what went well; find out what could have been done better; and
identify areas of improvement and implement solutions. So what are some of the
challenges? Iron them out! Coimterstrike! What's next? See the need, seize the moment,
share the victory!
The trainer must now inform the church how to respond. And the first thing the
trainer wants the church to do is pray for these parentless children. Then, have a
facilitator at the church set up focus groups with teens to solicit their feedback on the
problem Following this, have forums and workshops to raise awareness of the issues; do
presentations at Sunday school classes, church conferences, etc. The church facilitator
should set up ministries to support local and private agencies that shelter abandon infants,
encourage foster or adoptive parenthood (Luke 9:48 and Matthew 25:40), build family
support resources, and/or develop a newsletter.
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To set up the ministry, begin with prayer. Pray without ceasing! Next, do a
presentation for the pastor or elder to convince them of the need and the church's
response. Get a commitment from church leadership for their support, identifying
individuals who can commit to this great work. Scrutinize several “Develops” that may
apply:
• Develop ministry partners for prayerful and practical support.
• Develop a hot list, people hot for God who care about others.
• Develop a hit list, people who have the desire but not quite hot yet.
• Develop a hope list, people with leadership potential.
• Develop a whosoever will list, and pray that God will direct every aspect of
this ministry.
Strengths of the Project
1. The group was small enough to be interactive.
2. Participants were open to giving and receiving from each other.
3. It was a wonderful opportunity to educate participants about the issue of
abandorunent.
4. The PowerPoint presentation can be used more than once.
5. The vividly colored presentation is attention-catching.
6. The special activities were fun, especially the gift winning.
7. Handouts were neatly packaged for future use.
Weaknesses of the Project
1. Guidelines for becoming a foster or adoptive parent were not
available.
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2. There was too much information provided for one day.
3. More role-playing would have been helpful.
Limitations Abandonment Project
There are limitations, but only to the extent that resources are required to develop
full-scaled results oriented programs. The federal government has allocated substantial
funds under the Abandoned Infants Act for directed faith-based initiatives geared toward
abandoned infants and children, but an organizational plan must be submitted to the
appropriate agency for approval. Church based programs are only limited if they are
unwilling to fully commit to helping abandoned infants and children find foster and
adoptive homes and to assist their families in moving from helplessness to hopefulness.
The enthusiasm generated at the workshop and subsequent requests for presentation of
other workshops, at various church conferences indicates that there is hope.
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CHAPTER VII
THE BLACK CHURCH’S ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITY
The role and responsibility of the church is as it has always been reaching out to
those in need. According to Wallace Charles Smith, Blacks in general have always been
mission-minded (Smith 1985). Many of the Black Baptist churches of America are still
called Missionary Baptist churches. It is through this strong sense of reaching out that
Black churches have historically touched Black families (Smith 1985). The Black church
has a responsibility to reach out to abandoned infants and children. Black infants and
children must be able to develop a sense of belonging. Black infants and children must
know that they are loved and cared for by a family of their own.
According to Smith, in its missionary outreach the Black church modeled a
concept of suffers reaching out to fellow sufferers (a concept very consistent with a
theology of the cross). Reaching out was inclusive. Slavery did not permit the luxury of
male chauvinism. Men, women, and children suffered equally; so the church reached out
comprehensively. Single mothers, orphans, widows, and widowers were all sought out to
come as they were.
The Black church has moved away from the inclusiveness that once made it so
unique. The family paradigm that once made this possible has shifted. The extended
family concept is no longer prevalent. Grandparents now live in senior citizen housing
and children who are orphans live in institutions. Black Christians no longer evangelize
in the Black context which allows for the adoption of someone from some other family
into one's own (Smith 1985).
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For Smith the Black family's chief strengths has in the past, been its extended
nature. Phenomenologically, the Black church in America developed out of the
deprivation and oppressive experiences of slavery. In so doing, the Black church existed
as a support system for the oppressed at society's breakpoint. Without question, the worst
breakpoint in this slavocracy was the separation of family members from one another
(Smith 1985).
The Black church has proven that it can be all things to the Black family.
Research indicates that there is a problem with the abandonment of infants and children
in the Black community that needs the support of the Black church. Of the more than
588,000 (DHHS 2001) abandoned infants and children nationwide, approximately
251,406 are African American. The Black church has successfully addressed the
problem of abandoned infants (Soaries 1998). It must prove once again that it can be all
things to these children. The Black church's role is to look for new and innovative ways
in which to save this vital segment of humankind from institutional life. The
responsibility to help find loving, caring foster and adoptive homes for Black abandoned
infants and children cannot be denied. The Black church has a responsibility to help lift
families of Black abandoned infants and children out of the throes ofpoverty.
The researcher has developed an abandonment awareness program for Black
churches. The program provides detailed steps for the estabhshment of an abandonment
awareness program to be administered by the laity. Each church knows its capacity for
this type of ministry. However, every Black church in America can do something to help
abandoned infants and children and their families.
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The Black church must take action now, to help Black abandoned infants and
children and their families. Black abandoned infants and children and their families are
held captive, and all churches are called to "set the captives free." The captives in this
case, are Black abandoned infants and children. C. Eric Lincoln contends that in the
Black church, despite the millions of sermons preached, the prayers prayed, the solemn
spiritual songs lifted up to heaven, freedom is as burning an issue today as it was when
God first revealed Himself and His true relationship to His Black children in America
(Lincoln 1999). True freedom, says Lincoln, meant the absence of any inhibiting factors
or conditions that could disrupt the divine agenda by arbitrarily conditioning the lives of
selected human beings who are still held accountable to God and the community. Hunger,
improper health care, joblessness, drug addiction, debasement, and denigration all inhibit
the full flowering of the human potential to belong wholly to God (Billingsley 1999).
Sadly for many Blacks, including abandoned infants and children, the church no
longer occupies the central position of authority in the life of Blacks that it once did
(Smith 1985). According to Smith this fact has a great impact on the family. Families
who are the most broken are femilies who are also at the lower end of the socioeconomic
scale. Studies also indicate that it is primarily this group of the so-called “underclass” that
is not being reached by churches. Black churches in particular, must begin to reach out to
this "underclass." Black abandoned infants and children are products of the so-called
"underclass. Churches must develop ways to build bridges into this segment of the Black
community or else the poverty-related problems faced by mothers who abandon Black
infants and children will continue to erode the family's effectiveness. Mothers will
continue abandoning their infants and children and these children will continue to
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languish in state care. Smith contended that the Black family was facing a twentieth -
century holocaust of economic and psychological deprivation that mandates a national
strategy for addressing the problem. In an era of retrenchment for social programs and a
spirit of benign neglect coming from government, the only hope for the development of a
national strategy geared to the problem is through Black churches (Smith 1985).
The Black church, says Smith, is built on the African concept of the extended
family, so it is a natural place to do comprehensive family enrichment. Such an
enrichment program has a two-pronged purpose. First, it addresses the needs of Black
families, and second, by strengthening families it strengthens and buttresses the heart of
the Black church (Smith 1985).
The Black church must return to its position as the supportive arm of families and
children. Black abandoned infants and children need to be rescued by Black families. The
Black church must assure through its programs that the Black family become, " ..a father
to the fatherless...God sets the lonely in families..." (Psalm 68:5-6).
Historically, the Black church met every need of the Black family. The time has
come for the Black church to return to caring for its people. The Black church must seek
to under gird and strengthen the Black family by making a commitment to serve
abandoned infants and children and their families at the point of their need.
Smith envisions the Black-extended-family concept as a viable way to think
through liberation for African American people. He urges pastors and concerned lay
leaders to shape their church's witness around the family model. Mission work according
to him can be effectively accomplished when it is thought of as families within the
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church reaching out to one another and as the church family reaching out to families of
the community and the world.
The "Church" is the community that participates in Jesus Christ's liberating work
in history. Several noted theologians support the notion that the Black church has a
responsibility to liberate the oppressed. The oppressed in this case are Black abandoned
mfants and children and their families. James Cone offers that the Black church is the
single most important institution in the Black community church (James Cone 1984). Its
importance is so great that some scholars say that the Black church is the Black
community with each having no identity apart from the other. Cone contends that even if
some deny this claim, no informed person can deny the centrality of the Black church in
the Black community.
According to Cone, unless Black preachers, theologians, and lay people are
prepared to measure our commitment to the gospel in terms of our participation in the
liberation of the poor, then our gospel is not good news to the poor but instead an
instrument of their oppression. We must be willing to submerge our personal ambitions,
transcend denominational differences, and overcome personality conflicts in order to bear
witness together that God's liberation of the oppressed is at hand in the words and actions
ofBlack Christians (Cone 1984).
In his book, Man Becoming, Gregory Baum notes that the New Testament gives
witness to the Church as the unique instrument of salvation and the same time
acknowledges the universaUty of God's salvific care for His people (Baum 1970).
According to Baum, as Christ came as God's servant, so the Church is sent into the world
to serve others in order that the whole human community become more conformed to
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God's plan for it. Today the Church's mission is often understood as the unification of the
human race. The Church declares itself to be in solidarity with humankind, especially
with the underprivileged and exploited. And by bearing the burden with others, it labors
with them to make life in society more human.
For Baum the Church is indeed sent to cooperate with all of humankind in the
transformation of the human society. The Church must discern Christ's presence in the
religions, cultures, and the value systems that she encounters (Baum 1970).
Research shows that the number of Black abandoned infants and children entering
state custody increases daily (DHHS 2001). State institutions need help firom Black
churches in the development of prevention programs for families and placement
programs for abandoned infants and children; these programs must speak to their
suffering. The Black church has a responsibility to formulate programs for social change
and renewal in order to assist Black abandoned infants and children and their families.
The Black church has a responsibility to interrupt the negative agendas that cause
mothers to abandon infants and children.
Negative agendas may include drug abuse, inadequate housing, economic
oppression, sexual abuse, physical abuse and mental abuse. However, drug addiction and
HIV/AIDS are the leading cause of Black infant and child abandonment. Women and
young girls exchange sex for drugs and their bodies are carriers of Sexually Transmitted
Diseases (STDs) and the spread ofHIV/AIDS.
The Black church cannot have a careless response to the issue of abandoned
infants and children and their families. A care-less response to the lost places us in
awkward company with strange bedfellows indeed, says Joseph Stowell (Robinson
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1989). In Christ's day the religious leaders, the Pharisees, had a "who cares," attitude
toward sinners. Jesus told the parables to confront and reprove the Pharisees for
murmuring about the fact that he spent time with those who were lost (Robinson 1989).
The Black church must return to its position as the support arm of families and
children. It must seek to under grid and strengthen the Black family by making a
commitment to meet these abandoned infants and children at their point ofneed.
Smith envisions the Black-extended- family concept as a viable way to think
through liberation for Black Americans. The Black-extended-family concept is necessary
to assist Black abandon infants and children find loving, caring foster and adoptive
homes. The researcher agrees with Smith as he urges pastors and concerned lay leaders to
shape the church's witness around the family model. According to Smith, mission work
can be effectively accomplished when it is thought of as families within the church
reaching out to one another as the church family reaches out to the community and world.
It is evidenced by the writings of Smith (1985), Lincoln (1999), Cone (1984),
Baum (1970), and others, that the Church has a responsibility and a pivotal role to play in
assisting Black abandoned infants and children and their families. As members of the
community who are considered part of the "underclass," Black abandoned infants and
children and their families must be lifted up by the Black church. God expects the Black
church to lift these helpless Black abandoned infants and children up. Once the Black
church has been made aware of the issue of Black abandoned infants and children, God




The evaluation of the project is that component of the project which seeks to
determine if the participants expectations were met, what went well, and determine what
could have been done better. Evaluations also identify areas of improvement and
implement solutions. Evaluations for this Doctor of Ministry project included the
following:
• Evaluation of materials related to the issue of abandonment for use in the
Black church, and
• The train-the-trainer program.
Evaluation of Materials
Evaluation of Abandonment Train-the-Trainer Program
All of the materials were used to inform the participants about the issue of
abandonment in general, and Black abandoned infants and children in particular. The
researcher felt that, through the materials presented, participants would be able to
visualize the plight of these children. In the process of making participants aware of the
issue of abandorunent, the researcher sought to provide as much information and
supporting data as possible. For that reason, information about boarder babies,
abandoned infants, and discarded infants was included. This information helped
participants acquire a better understanding of how infants are abandoned. Information
about the mother helped participants understand the conditions of the family and how at¬
tunes the infants and children are at-risk of abuse, neglect, injury, or possible death.
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The materials included information regarding “safe Haven Laws” which served to
inform the participants about laws governing discarded babies. In an effort to prevent
babies from being discarded in unsafe locations, legislators in many states have instituted
laws that protect mothers who abandoned from prosecution, if the babies are dropped off
in designated safe locations. These laws protect the infant and the mother. Participants
needed to know about these laws.” They needed to know that Georgia has a “Safe Haven
Law” in place.
The researcher sought to inform, educate, and communicate the issue of Black
abandoned infants and children through the materials collected and assembled for this
project. She beUeves that the project’s materials were effective.
The purpose of the train-the-trainer awareness workshop was to build greater
awareness related to abandoned infants and children and their families and to mobilize
action through the Black church. The project proposes concrete initiatives and engages
key actors to protect at-risk children. Children experiencing violence and killing,
displacement, sexual abuse, or loss of loved ones carry deep emotional scars of fear, and
need supportive caregivers and secure communities to heal.
This project engages the Black church's leadership and lay people to bring healing
to abandoned infants and children and their families through an abandonment awareness
program. It was designed to train trainers to train lay people to establish ministries related
to abandoned infants and children and their families.
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Eight individuals participated in an 8-Hour Train the Trainer Awareness
Workshop. Six of the individuals peulicipating in the workshop were women; two were
men. They were between the ages of 15 and 65.
Based upon the enthusiasm generated during the workshop and the written
evaluations, the project was successtul. The vision of the researcher seemed to come
alive as the realization of the issue of Black abandoned infants and children became
abundantly clear. It is a reality. The issue of Black abandoned infants and children is a
serious problem in the Black community. Participants understood the seriousness of the
problem because many had suffered abandonment. They understood the pain of
abandonment and do not want other children to suffer as they themselves had.
Goals of the Project
Goal 1 To promote the establishing of ministries in churches related to
abandoned infants and children.
The researcher believes that the participants were sufficiently trained to establish
ministries in their church. Participants were continuously engaged and upbeat about what
they were learning about abandoned infants and children, and appeared eager to depart
the information to others. The researcher believes that the participants had indeed
"caught-the-vision" and would promote the establishment of a ministry related to
abandoned infants and children in some form in their perspective churches
Stevens was a seasoned trainer of trainers. She engaged all participants and was
thought-provoking, using diverse methods of training, which included small group
discussions, and individual and group activities. She also and provided training packets
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for each participant to take back to their churches to begin establishing ministries related
to abandoned infants and children.
Goal 2 To show an understanding of the role of church as it relates to the
issue of abandoned infants and children.
All of the participants were very excited about the possibility of helping
abandoned infants and children and felt that the church does have a role in alleviating the
problem. They were excited about doing missions work that could possibly reach out far
beyond their perspective communities. The participants agreed that the problem was too
great for state agencies and that state agencies need help from the community.
Participants also agree that there is no better place to conduct this great work than the
church.
Goal 3 To facilitate the training of lay people to develop on-going ministries
in churches relating to abandoned infants and children.
Each participant received a training packet to facilitate the training of lay people
to develop on-going ministries relating to abandonment in their churches. Based on the
excitement and enthusiasm generated at the workshop, the researcher believes that the
participants will facilitate training of lay people on the issue of Black abandoned infants
and children and their families. Each of the participants resolved to do something in their
church to help abandoned infants and children.
Mission Statement
1. To develop programs in churches that lead to changes in attitudes and
behavior that negatively impact infants and children.
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Behavioral and attitudinal changes in women who abandon are obviously needed
in prevention programs. Substance abuse leads to transmittal of sexually transmitted
diseases and HIV infections. Women who are substance abusers will sell sex in exchange
for drugs. The ultimate goal of this project is prevention of abandonment. Drug
counseling must become a part of an abandoned infants and children program.
2. To institute training programs in churches that teaches parenting and
survival skills.
Workshops and forums from a faith-based initiative that teach parenting and
survival skills within churches should be an on-going ministry ofBlack churches for all
the populations of the churches.
Implications for Future Ministry
Implications for future ministry in the area of abandoned infants and children are
exciting. The researcher has received numerous requests to conduct workshops on
abandorunent to inform church members about the plight of Black abandoned infants and
children. Questions are being asked about foster parenting and about adoptions and all
that the process entails.
Few people are aware of the extent of the problem of abandonment in America.
Like most individuals, the researcher thought the problem of abandonment was limited to
South Africa or Brazil, or some other developing country. However, research for this
project revealed some startling facts regarding abandoned infants and children in
America, particularly Black infants and children. The researcher's "blinded eyes" were
opened about abandonment through this process.
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Research for the project has shown the researcher just how the hand of God
moves on behalf of God's people. The researcher is sure that in time God will reveal how
the mission is to be accomplished through and beyond what God has already directed her
to do with the abandonment awareness train-the-trainer workshop for abandoned infants
and children and their families.
Abandonment is a church issue. God made it so when God abandoned Jesus on
the Cross and raised Him from the dead. God abandoned Jesus just for a little while and
for a specific purpose. That purpose was for redemption of all humankind, including the
oppressed. Abandoned infants and children and their families are oppressed. We who are
Christians have a mandate from God to love and care for those who are less fortunate.
Jesus has shown us the way.
When God calls one of us, we are empowered by the Holy Spirit to do the will of
God. The researcher declared from the onset of this doctoral journey that she is a
servant/activist. She says with conviction that the metaphor definitively describes who
she is and what she is. Since that is so, she must, with the help of God, lift Black
abandoned, infants and children and their families out of the throes ofpoverty.
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Please take afew minutes to complete this evaluation.1.What did you like most about the workshop?2.What could have been done better?3.Is there anything else you would have liked to be included in this workshop?4.Check which of the following applies to this workshop.
□ It provided useful information
□ It was informative
□ It helped me gain a better understanding ofabandonment issues
□ It was clear, xmderstandable


































4- Overview of Abandonment
4- Your Philosophy
4- Background to the ministry
4- Activity-Help me please
4- Key skills in developing and delivering
presentation and training
4- Defining the problem of abandonment
4- The Church’s Response-Setting up the Ministrv
11/30/2002 Abandonment Awareness-The
Church's Response ES/BJ
"Chikin Stew" for the
ministers soul
• “Without a shepherd,sheep are not a
flock ”
• “Nothing about us without us
• " The same hot water that softens a
carrot will harden an egg ”




"Cross your river before you throw
away your stick"
"The old cow in the pasture is the
mother of a bull"
"Learn to find humor in the joke"
"Not all shutting of eyes is sleep"





What do I need to know
to be effective?
Understand the various forms of
abandonment?
• Boarder babies







• To promote the establishing of ministries in
churches related to abandoned infants and
children
• To show understanding of the role of the
church as it relates to the issue of abandoned
infants and children
• To facilitate the training of lay people to
develop on-going ministries in churches




To develop programs in churches that
lead to changes in attitudes and
behavior that negatively impact infants
and children and institute training
programs in churches that teaches





• Overview of trainer’s skills
• Identify and link specific
training/presentation strategies
• Review how elements of training





A child without proper parental care,









To leave, as in clanger or out of necessity;
forsake, or desert. Abandon implies leaving
a person or thing, either as a final,
necessary measure, or as a complete
rejection of one's responsibilities, claims,
etc. To yield completely, to relinquish, or







Activity: Help me please?
• Read your assigned article
• In your small group note the things
you did not know about abandoned
children.
What kind of people abandon their
children?



























Adoption <& Foster Care
In 2000, over 560,000 children were
reported to be in foster core,
and
more than 100,000 children







• Parents involved in Illicit affairs
• Overwhelmed parents





My eyes run down with streams of water
because of the destruction of the daughter
of my people. My eyes pour down unceasingly,
Without stopping, until the Lord looks down
and sees from heaven."
Lamentations 3 verses 48-50
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Key skills in delivering
presentations or trainings
Determining training and presentation needs
Designing training based on needs
Preparation for training
Delivering training




Determining the learning needs
1. Examine your skills and knowledge In
determining what the learner needs
to know to correct the situation.
2. Ask" What do people at my church or
in my community really know about
abandonment?"







Left in hospital: boarder babies,
abandoned infants
Discarded babies:
left unsupervised by an adult ex.
Crack house, thrown in dumpsters,
left in public/other restrooms, left in






• Children commanded to leave the house
and not to return
• Children out of the home and not allowed
back
• Children victims of chronic neglect, or who



















In the crack house
















• Insecure and Inadequate housing
• Homelessness
• Child physical abuse
• Child sexual abuse
• Emotional abuse, rejection,
terrorizing, isolating, ignoring





















Who would you target to
hear about this issue?
129
What Would you like to see
happen about these babies?
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contact with the child
welfare system may




Other reasons babies are left behinc
• Genetic factors related to inherited conditions,
such as tay sachs or cystic fibrosis
• Vrenatal factors, such as maternal use of drugs
and alcohol, poor nutrition, viruses, severe
bacterial infection, and trauma
• Chromosomal factors resulting in conditions, such




Traumas related to hirth, such as oxygen
deprivation
Post-birth traumas, such as diseases,
accidents, toxins and other environmental










• Aggressive acting out
• Sexual promiscuity










• Total failure to attach
• Lack of preparedness
• Undisclosed Suicidal Tendencies
• Threatening or attempting suicide







between presenting to an




Different ways in which
















Identify resources to support
learning
Learning materials developed or used
Adapting learning materials for specific
training
Notes on training facilities, equipment
including cost and availability
























The key is knowing










Create a safe, comfortable place to learn
Manage your groups effectively
Use activities and demonstrations to
reinforce learning






Based on learning needs
• Use the internet to explore and
research topics
• Identify the learning environment
and learning objectives to be
achieved





Based on learning needs
cont'd











• Identify a co-trainer complementing
your skills
• Match skills to delivery options
• Meet and plan training strategies




















• besigned training and development
sessions
• Prepared and developed resources
to support learning
• beiivered training





• explain the purpose
of training session




• Ask them what went
well






















How can the church
respond?
Pray for these parentless children
Set up focus groups with teens to
solicit their feedback on the problenn
Have forums, workshops to raise
awareness of the issues





Set up ministries to support local and
private agencies that shelter
abandoned Infants
Become a foster/adoptive parents
Luke 9:48, Matt 25v 40





Setting up the ministry
• Pray, pray, pray
• Do a presentation for you pastor/elder to
convince him of the need and the churches
response
• Get a commitment from church leadership
for their support





Setting up the ministry
Develop ministry partners for prayerful
and practical support
Develop a hot list, people hot for God and
who care about others
Develop a hit list- people who have the
desire but not quite hot yet
Develop a hope list- people with
leadership potential
Develop a whosoever will list
Partner in Prayer, John Maxwell
11/30/2002 Abandonment Awareness-The
Church's Response E5/BJ
Setting up the ministry
Help each other see the ways you
glorify God in this ministry
Pray that God will direct every
























Abandoned Infants Assistance Act of 1988
Public Law: 100-505 (10/18/88)
Bills: S.945 & H.R.3009/H.R.4843
S.945
SPONSOR: Sen. Metzenbaum (introduced 04/08/87)
H.R.3009
SPONSOR: Rep Owens, M. (introduced 07/23/87)
H.R.4843 (Forwarded in lieu of H.R.3009)
SPONSOR: Rep Owens, M. (introduced 06/16/88)
SUMMARY
Title I: Foster Care and Residential Care of Infants and
Young Children Abandoned in Hospitals
• Authorizes the Secretary of Health and Human Services
(the Secretary) to make grants to public and nonprofit
private entities for demonstration projects to: (1) prevent
the abandonment of infants and young children; (2)
identify and address the needs of abandoned infants and
young children, particularly those with acquired immune
deficiency syndrome (AIDS); (3) assist them, particularly
those with AIDS, to reside with their natural families or in
foster families, as appropriate; (4) recruit, train, and retain
foster families; (5) carry out residential care progams; (6)
carry out respite care programs for families and foster
families of infants and children with AIDS; and (7) recruit
and train health and social services personnel to work with
such families and residential programs.
• Provides for technical assistance for grantees and
applicants.
• Directs the Secretary, to provide for evaluations of such
projects and dissemination of information developed as a
result of such projects.
• Directs the Secretary to conduct a study to determine an
estimate of: (1) the number of infants and young children
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abandoned in hospitals in the United States and the
number of such infants who have AIDS; and (2) the
annual costs incurred by Federal, State, and local
governments in providing housing and care for such
infants and young children. Directs the Secretary, within
12 months after enactment of this Act, to complete such
study and report the findings to the Congress.
• Directs the Secretary to conduct a study to determine the
most effective methods for responding to the needs of
abandoned infants and young children. Directs the
Secretary, by April 1, 1991, to complete such study and
report the findings to the Congress.
• Authorizes appropriations for FY 1989 through 1991 for
grants under this title.
• Prohibits making any such grant after September 30,
1991.
Title II: Medical Costs of Treatment with Respect to
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
• Directs the Secretary to conduct a study to determine: (1)
cost-effective methods for providing assistance to
individuals for the medical costs of treatment of
conditions arising from infection with the etiologic agent
for AIDS, including a determination of the feasibility of
risk-pool health insurance for individuals at risk of such
infection; (2) the extent to which Federal Medicaid
payments under title XIX (Medicaid) of the Social
Security Act are being expended for such medical costs;
and (3) an estimate of the extent to which such Federal
payments will be expended for such medical costs during
the five-year period beginning on the date of enactment of
this Act.
• Directs the Secretary, within 12 months after such
enactment date, to complete the study of such cost-
effective methods and report the findings to specified
congressional committees.
Title III: General Provisions
• Sets forth definitions for purposes of this Act.
Abandoned Infants Assistance Act Amendments of
1991
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SPONSOR: Sen Metzenbaum (introduced 07/23/91)
H.R. 2722
SPONSOR: Rep Payne, D. (introduced 06/20/91)
SUMMARY
Amends the Abandoned Infant Assistance Act of 1988 to
revise and extend various grant programs.
• Adds as a goal of the comprehensive services under such
Act support of families to prevent abandonment of infants
and children.
• Prohibits the Secretary of Health and Human Services (the
Secretary) from making any demonstration grant (for
projects regarding abandonment of infants and young
children in hospitals, under title I of such Act) unless the
grant applicant agrees to give priority to abandoned
infants and young children who: (1) are infected with, or
have been perinatally exposed to the human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV); or (2) have been
perinatally exposed to a dangerous drug (hereinafter
referred to as priority abandoned children).
• Adds provisions for demonstration project grants for
comprehensive service centers. Authorizes the Secretary
to make such grants to model programs providing health,
educational, and social services at a single site in a
geographic Eirea in which reside a significant number of
priority abandoned children in order to prevent
abandonment and to care for those who have been
abandoned.
• Includes the provision of services to all members of the
natural family for any condition that increases the
probability of abandonment of an infant or young child,
under such demonstration projects to prevent
abandonment.
• Specifies that the abandoned infants and young children
who are to be given particular consideration under
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residential care programs are those who are unable to
reside with their families or to be placed in foster care.
• Revises provisions for a study and report on numbers of
abandoned infants and young children. Extends until April
1,1992, the deadline for the Secretary to complete a study
and report to the Congress on; (1) the number of infants
and young children abandoned in hospitals in the United
States and the number of such infants and young children
infected with or perinatally exposed to HIV or perinatally
exposed to a dangerous drug (priority abandoned
children); and (2) an estimate of the annual cost to
Federal, State, and local governments in providing
housing and care for such infants and young children.
• Defines the terms dangerous drug and natural family for
purposes of such Act.
• Authorizes appropriations for FY 1992 through 1995 for;
(1) carrying out programs under such Act in general; (2)
dissemination of information for individuals with special
needs; and (3) administrative expenses, with specified
limitations. Requires such fimds to remain available until
expended.
• Repeals a provision for program termination which
prohibited any demonstration grant after FY 1991.
• Amends the Older Workers Benefit Protection Act to
make uniform the effective date for compliance with such
Act by certain collectively bargained benefits.
Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act
Amendments of 1996
Public Law; 104-235 (10/03/96)
Bills; S.919
S.919
SPONSOR; Sen Coats (introduced 06/13/95)
SUMMARY
Title II: Amendments to Other Acts
Subtitle C: Abandoned Infants Assistance Act of 1988
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• Extends the authorization of appropriations for the
Abandoned Infants Assistance Act of 1988 through FY
2001. Directs the Secretary to give priority in making
grants under such Act to applicants in States that have
developed and implemented procedures for expedited
termination of parental rights and placement for adoption
of infants determined to be abandoned under State law.





Remarks of DeForest B. Soaries, Jr.
Secretary of State, State of New Jersey
Senior Pastor, First Baptist Church of Lincoln Gardens
Princeton University
Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs and the
Center for the Study of Religion
April 4, 2001
Addressing
“Church and State: Perfect Together?”
© 2001 Corporate Community Connections, Inc.
When I went to our state’s largest bank to negotiate a loan to build our church’s new
sanctuary, I saw no person ofcolor anywhere in the institution. I asked the bank’s
executives if they hired minorities and the executive with whom I was speaking handed me
a book that was almost three inches thick. What he gave me was the weekly listing of
available jobs throughout his bank - more than 400 employment opportunities. The bank
executive explained to me that the bank was having difiSculty filling positions at every
level and that its inability to attract new workers ofall colors was a threat to the bank’s
ability to stay in business. He further explained that the bank was spending one million
dollars a year to solve the problem and the expenditure was yielding no results.
I immediately told him that I could help the bank with its problem. The next Sunday I
annoimced during our church services that I had access to a variety of real, permanent jobs
with fringe benefits. Within days I collected more than one hundred resumes from people
needing work, people wanting to change jobs and people who wanted me to find a job for
their grown children living at home and paying no rent. After interviewing the people
represented by these resumes and identifying which ones were potential matches for the
bank’s needs, we sent the bank eighty-five resumes representing candidates to fill job
vacancies. The bank executives were shocked and the banks internal hiring system was
incapable ofhandling the number ofnew interviewees that had arrived in such a short
period of time. But remember - the bank had been spending one million dollars per year to
attract new recruits with no success. The bank was now getting from a local church what
it had been paying others a million dollars to produce. However, the work involved in
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screening the people and preparing them for their interviews had to be performed by
individuals who had not been previously employed by the church. This required hiring
additional church staff and using volunteers from the congregation. Since the bank was
accustomed to paying for these services even when they rendered no results, the bank
agreed to pay the church the job placement fees it would pay an employment agency for a
successful placement. After all, it was the church that was successful in doing the work
thus it should be the church that got paid for the work. The church was then in a position
to hire professional staff to manage this work. The relationship was so productive that the
bank supplemented the remuneration with additional bank staff to handle the church’s
referrals. Perhaps for the first time in history a bank paid a black Baptist church for
recruiting its new employees.
The church described this work as an employment initiative. Today someone might
describe this work as a faith-based initiative. The pool from which the new recruits were
drawn was the congregation ofFirst Baptist Church ofLincoln Gardens and its
surrounding neighborhood. The bank never offered an endorsement ofBaptist doctrine or
theology. Nor did the payment of the fees require the church to abandon any of its beliefs
or practices. What the bank did was to recognize that a core business need that it had
could be supplied by a church, better than even the agencies that it had employed to
perform the task. The faith community was now in the business ofemployee recruitment
and placement. The bank remained in the business ofbeing a bank.
A similar story can be told in the area of recruiting and training families to care for babies
that had been abandoned and left in hospitals - commonly known as boarder babies. In
1997 the State ofNew Jersey was being sued by a child advocacy organization because
the state was allowing abandoned infants to “board” in hospitals much longer than is
appropriate for a newborn infant. The Governor ofNew Jersey asked me for help in
addressing the needs of these babies and relieving the State of this legal challenge. Since
that time the lawsuit against the State has been dropped because First Baptist Church has
led the effort to solve the boarder baby problem. Since 1997 the church has recruited 135
families that the State has approved to serve as foster homes for 230 boarder babies. These
children, as a result of the church’s efforts, have had access to loving, state approved
homes. The families who took them as foster children have adopted ten children. In order
to help the State achieve this result. First Baptist had to employ recruiters, trainers, and
retention specialists - none ofwho had been working for the church prior to this
undertaking. Since the State had the responsibility, the interest and the budget to resolve
the problem but did not have the means to solve the problem, it contracted with First
Baptist and the church set up a corporation dedicated to this purpose. The new
corporation — Harvest ofHope, Inc. - is a faith-based non-profit corporation that is paid a
fee for every family that it recruits that is approved by the State ofNew Jersey to become
a foster home. If the work fails to produce the intended results, no fees are paid.
In both cases a local religious organization assisted two secular institutions - one a
private, for profit corporation and the other state government - in achieving objectives
that they needed to achieve to fulfill their respective missions. Under normal circumstances
2
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neither a bank nor a State agency would consider doing business with a local church as a
vendor. What occurred in each instance, however, was the recognition that the local
church made a good business partner for the non-church entity because the church could
help the non-church entity do its job.
President George W. Bush has established an office in the White House and has hired a
former Princeton University professor to expand these anecdotal illustrations into a full¬
blown federal strategy supported by public policy and public funding. The term now being
used to explore this endeavor is Faith Based Initiatives. The responses have been
passionate and diverse.
As someone who has the experience of representing both the church and the state, I see
enormous opportumties emd formidable challenges as we pursue this course and have this
discussion. Often, when I appear, I wonder if I am invited to “Secretary” or to “preach.”
Personally, I have found more compatibility than conflict in my dual roles as secretary of
state and pastor. But the discussion ofchurch and state is a critical one to engage for both.
Landmines can be planted in gold mines and we must be careful where and how we walk.
It is important to question the legitimacy of government proposing to do business with
communities and institutions whose primary purposes are to promote religious ideas and
practice. Beyond partisan political perspectives lies a much deeper and perhaps more
disturbing set of concerns. In its worst form this policy could be a Trojan horse strategy
for the “theocracizing” ofAmerica. Not only does history offer unlimited examples of
human depravity sponsored by religious fervor, but many of the world’s modem
challenges have roots in vacuous religious values. Infanticide, genocide, slavery,
imperialism, colonialism, apartheid, racism, sexism, torture, barbarism, homophobia and
mass suicide have all found aid and comfort at some place and time within the embrace of
some theological constmct. The essence ofour humanity is rooted in the freedom to
choose what to believe. And there is a certain legitimacy offered to belief when an
established government conducts itself in a manner that even appears to endorse any
particular set ofbeliefs. Such endorsement gives that belief system disproportionate
influence among those attempting to exercise their right to choose and there can be an
implied preference by government that induces the embrace ofone belief system over
another by a seeking public. Even worse arises the potential for State sponsored
suppression of those whose beliefs do not conform. When government endorsement is
present, there can follow an implicit or explicit convergence of forces that reward
“normative” and punish “deviant.” Those who argue for America being a government-
sponsored “Christian Nation” may be well meaning but give their approval to such
sectarianism and undermine religious pluralism. Thus the American Constitutional ideal of
no ofiBcial State religion but rather an acceptance and protection of the freedom of
expression ofall religious views. The most common description of that ideal is the concept
ofseparation ofchurch and state.
But it is a description, not a quote, since the Constitution does not mention such a
separation. What the first amendment of the Constitution actually says is that “Congress
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shall make no law respecting the establishment of religion..,.” What is often described as a
Constitutional issue is actually a distortion of the Constitution at best. Yale Professor
Stephen Carter (in his book “The Culture of Disbelief’) accurately described the founders’
intent when he asserted that “the metaphorical separation ofchurch and state originated in
an effort to protect religion form the state, not the state fi-om religion.” The vision to
restrict the government from establishing an oflBcial religion or even to enforce religious
principles does not prescribe a permanent prohibition fi'om religion in America or even for
religion to be minimal or marginal. A charter document such as the Declaration of
Independence could not have contained language that assumed the existence of
“inahenable rights” that were endowed by a Creator had that been the understanding of
that time. A Presbyterian minister, John Witherspoon, the sbcth President of Princeton
University (The College ofNew Jersey) would have never signed the declaration had the
consensus been a complete dismantling and downplaying of the role and influence of
religion in this new republic. In 1776 seventy five percent of the citizens ofcolonial
America were adherents ofPuritanism, which emphasized personal conversion and
personal religious experience. Neither the theological climate nor the political culture
could have ever envisioned a time in America where any aspect of society would be
exempt fi'om the influence of religion. Many places, like Virginia, held on for dear life to
maintain actual religious control ofpolitics and government. An initiative that allows the
public sector to embrace the religious community may have its challenges but the
Constitution may be the least of those challenges.
But a very practical challenge does grow out of the dynamic ofgovernment really doing
business with a particular religious group or entity with any explicit belief system/moral
perspective. It is assumed that there is a de facto aflBrmation that goes along with
government involvement that inures inappropriate benefits to any religious group with
which the government may choose to do business. This is the major concern of Jewish
leaders who oppose the President’s Faith Based Initiative because of its potential to
include groups like the Nation of Islam. But the government has not proven to be
incapable ofmaking the distinction in the past between which ofa group’s activities it
affirms, supports OT endorses versus those activities about which government remains
neutral. For instance. World War II veterans were allowed to use their GI Bill tuition
vouchers to enroll in institutions of higher learning. Although many of them chose to
attend schools that were aflSliated with certain religious groups, the fact that the benefit
could be used at a particular school had everything to do with its’ academic accreditation
and nothing to do with its’ religious aflBliation. The academic accreditation process has
such integrity that religious colleges are able to be both accredited and religious without
compromise for either. Likewise, health care institutions that are religious in their identity
but have secular accreditation qualify to be reimbursed with government funds when they
provide health services that are eligible for such reimbursement. In each instance these
same organizations are also required to comply with societal and statutory standards in
their general operations - such as tax reporting, non-discrimination and accessibility for the
physically challenged - in order to remain eligible for such reimbursements. But a secular
purpose is advanced when a religious organization can perform a task or provide a service
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that the society, through the proper governmental and regulatory institutions, has
determined contributes to the public good.
Government not only pays reimbursement for services but it also purchases goods and
services. Like any institution, government ascertains that ability ofa vendor to perform the
services it proposes to have procured. Once having done so, government purchases
services - from building missiles to buying toilet paper to recruiting foster families - and its
considerations concerning who those vendors should be vary depending on the good or
service being provided. All relevant criteria are considered and there are performance
standards built into the contractual agreements that protect both the government and the
vendors from conditions or expectations that are detrimental to either. When either party
cannot reconcile the conditions being presented by the other party, then there is an
agreement not to do business. Faith based organizations should qualify for consideration
to provide goods and services under these same conditions. To exclude them from
participation is religious discrimination and nothing less. IfFirst Baptist could produce
foster families that the State approved, the State’s failure to accept the church’s offer to
assist simply on the grounds that it was a church would have been religious discrimination
and a denial of more than two hundred babies with a loving home. The new government
emphasis on faith based initiatives is designed to insure that faith groups are not left out of
the process to compete for providing all types ofgoods and services that government
agencies procure daily.
One of the reasons that I am not threatened, as a religious leader, by the so-called
“strings” attached by government funding is because this is not the government’s idea.
Although the President is establishing an Office ofFaith Based Initiatives in the White
House and we have a Faith Based program in our state, the work itself is not the
government’s ideas. There is a huge difference between government including and
embreicing religious organizations and government organizing or establishing religion or
even religious mission. The origin of religious pursuit emanates from an innate human
desire and capacity to explore the outer reaches ofour tangible world and make
comprehensible the mysteries that are concretized in our intangible world. It is that pursuit
that culminates in both the bizarre and the exceptional. It was that pursuit that led
hundreds of feithfiil followers of William Miller to a mountain to await the return of Jesus.
It was that pursuit that provoked a group of passionate Presbyterians to found Princeton
University. But religious pursuit is not the idea of government. In fact many scholars have
argued that the dynamic and enduring model for New World democracy is a result of the
religious belief and practice of the particular belief system of religion in colonial America.
If the wall of separation ofchurch from state, therefore, is designed to protect religion
from the state, then an idea that calls itself “faith based” that flows from the church to the
state with offers from the church to help the state on terms defined by both is a threat to
neither the church nor the state. And the government does need help, especially as it
relates to the welfare of the poor and needy. Millions ofdollars are available to the elderly
who have not applied for their social security benefits; millions ofdollars worth ofhealth
care insurance are going unused because low income families are not accessing the
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benefits; millions of earned income tax credit money goes untouched every year because
those who are eligible are disconnected Ifrom the information about their eligibility.
Religious groups - Hindus, Muslims, Catholics, Protestants, Jews and Sikhs - are offering
their assistance to the government by saying “let us help you do your job.” There are some
risks, but there are risks taken when the government hires a contractor to build an office
building or pave a highway. Our highly secularized culture should never reject the offers of
faith communities simply because we have outgrown Puritanism and have become a
sophisticated, scientific, technological society. There are still non-empirical realities that
form the foundation ofa people - spiritual forces that link us to one another - moral
imperatives that require our best effort in response. Many of these realities are incubated
in faith communities and institutions. Sometimes they emerge firom their respective
incubators as disfigured creatures that are a threat to life as we would like to know it. But
other times they emerge as a YMCA, a Red Cross or Red Crescent, a St. Peter’s Hospital,
a Princeton University, a black Baptist church recruiting employees, foster parents and
doing community development. When it is possible, government should accept offers fi'om
these communities to insure that the maximum number ofcitizens have a tangible right to
“life, liberty and the pursuit ofhappiness.”
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